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Hurricane delays replace 'dog ate it' as excuse
i

Disruptions in
schedules, test
dates distract
PAUL OLIVERI
Contributiag Writer

It may not be a problem at
the University of Iowa, but at
UCF, class cancellations due to
hurricanes are becoming routine.

After the one-two hit from
Hurricanes
Charley
and
Frances, students are stuck figuring out when to even go to
class after three days of cancellations and trying to turn in
online assignments without
power.
''.Any time we miss class for
any reason, it cuts into the
amount of information we can
cover," Assistant Professor
Jeanne Leiby said in an e-mail.
The English teacher continued,
"Still, I think that we can successfully cover all of the stuff I

had intended on coverillg. The
pace may accelerate. And there
may be a little bit less time for
discussion. But we'll do just
fine."
Yet the problem has been
compounded for professors at
UCF. The heralded semester
syllabus has almost become
comical; and trying to determine test dates is becoming an
art form.
Art professor Jody Cutler
said the assignments in her
class will have no noticeable .
setback. "I go with the flow. We

adjust our assignments_every
day if needed," she said. "I try to
impress [my students] to move
forward so we don't get behind;
to go deeper in their projects."
Other classes were not so
lucky, and some teachers, like
Leiby, were forced to move tests
back as far as October or simply
cancel them all together.
Rick Brunson, a journalism
instructor, said the most difficult challenge is
adjusting the
skill-

building classes to a shortened
schedule. "Coming early in the
semester, those classes are critical because you're trying to
build a foundation," he said.
"Journalism is all about deadlines, but ... we're all in a big
grace period.
"In my Editing II class, we're
still learnirig what good design
is, when we should be learning
skills," Brunson said. When
learning is a layered progress
with each day building upon the
PlfASE SEE

"Journalism is
all about
deadlines but ...
we're all in a big
grace period. "
- RICK BRUNSON
JOURNALISM INSTRUCTOR

HITT ON A2

Sound of
alarms
Deputies arrest car
. burglary suspects
CHRISTINE DELLERT
Associate Editor

-,

Orange , County Sheriff's
deputies arrested two men Tuesday morning suspected to be
involved in the recent rash of car
burglaries at student apartment
complexes along Alafaya Trail.
Ned Baldwin, 22, of Apopka
and Torey A. Breedlove, 22, of
Orlando were arrested at the Village at Alafaya Club. after residents of the complex called 911 to
report the suspects allegedly
stealing stereo equipment from a
Mercury Mountaineer in the
parking lot.
The arrests come after several
months of searching for car burglars targeting the univer~ity community, said Sgt. Troy Williamson,
P.Ublic information officer of the
UCFPolice.
Williamson said his department has seen "numerous"
reports of car burglaries lately,
almost always targeting car stereo
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Campus concert returns with
familiar faces and new names
AMBER FOSTER

Procrastinators can
still run for Senate
Stude.nts have another two
days to declare their intention
to run for SGA Senate.
The deadline, which was 5
p.m. yesterday, has been
. extended to 5 p.m. Friday
thanks to SGA Supervisor of
· Elections Brent Fieser and
President Kevin Peters.
"We felt it was important
· to give everyone a chance to
· run, especially those who had
to help their families during
the hurricanes," Fieser said.
To rim for office, students
need to collect 50 signatures
from students in their college
and fill out the application,
available at the SGA office,
Student Union Room 218.
Prospective senators must
also meet eligibility requirements listed in the Golden
Rule, including having a GPA
of at least a 2.5, with no fmancial or conduct-based holds.
Elections this year will be
held Sept. 27 until Sept. 29
with runoffs Oct. 4 through
Oct. 6. Unlike last year, elections will be held at the new
Web site https://my.ucf.edu.
Unless students have already
changed their password on
this site, it will be the default
password with the PYYMMDD birthday setup.
As ofpress time, the Senate
seats with nobody running
include: Arts and Sciences
seats 1, ll, and 12; Business
seats 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5; Health and
Public Affairs Seats 5, 6 and 7;
. Education Seat l; and the Brevard, Daytona and undecided
seats.

At the festival

Staff Writer

Knightstock will once again take
When: 4 p.m. to midnight on Oct. 1
over the Memory Mall on Oct. 1, feaWhere: Memory Mall, between Classroom
turing five musical performances
Building 1and Health and Public Affairs
with Sister Hazel headlining for the
second year in a row.
Cost: Free to UCF students with student ID; up
The event costs an estimated
to two guests per person can purchase tick$4,500, and "The whole theme is like
ets for $8 at the Student Union TicketMaster
a festival, similarly, obviously, to
Music: Sister Hazel, Big 10-4, Cowboy Mouth,
Woodstock," said Brian Margolis, the i.
Tom Sartori and Christie Cooke
SGA director of communications. '\
"We want to invite people to keep
coming back, and Sister Hazel must
Ryan O'Rourke, SGA director of
have really enjoyed it here to come campus life, said, ''We are trying to
back so readily."
start the tradition of having [another]
Also the same as last year is Big 10- festival show, other than during
4, a local1band whose members all Homec(')ming."
attend UCF. New to the lineup this
SGA has been working with Axis
year are C6wboy Mouth, Tom Sartori Productions to plan this year's festiand Christie Cooke who will perform val.
on the green between Classroom
Sister Hazel is touring the country
Building 1 and Health and Public promoting the band's newest CD,
Affairs.
Lift. The band is best known for its

1997 hit song.'M for You."
O'Rourke said approximately
1,000 students went to last year's
Knightstock. Last year's event was
free for students, but didn't allow
non-UCF students to attend.
·~s a first-time event, it was successful," he said. "The problem was
just that it needed to be promoted
more." .
·
This year, more than 15,000 fliers
and posters will be distributed.

"You're going to see stuff for this all
over the place," Margolis said. "Keep
your eyes peeled for it."
O'Rourke expects between 2,500
and 4,500 people to attend now that
it will be more widely advertised and
now that students can bring friends
to the show. UCF students can buy
up to t\.vo tickets for $8 each for nonUCF students to attend the concert
PLEASE SEE
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Assault gun used in attack on Miami officer
Day before ban is lifted,
.weapon injured woman
STEVEN SOTLOFF
StaffWriter

I

Miami Gardens, Fla -Aman turn~d
himself into police on Tuesday after he
was named suspect in the shooting of a
policewomen Sunday night. Jack Keith
Holt, 36, is charged with attempted murder of a police officer, possession of a
firearm by a convicted felon and using a
firearm during a criminal offense.
Miami-Dade Police Officer Keenya
Huburt, 26, was on her regular patrpl
when she responded to gunshots fired
at a youth football fund-raiser at about 2

When asked how often local law
a.m. Sunday morning. As she pulled ation where President George W. Bush
over Holt's white 2000 Chevrolet said he would sign the bill if Congress . enforcement encounter gunfire from
Impala, she found herself on the receiv- sent it to him, and Congress said it these weapons and magazines, O'Brien
ing end of a barrage of bullets. After one would send the bill to Bush if he asked responded, "It's not that common, but it
bullet grazed her forehead and another for it. President Bill Clinton signed the does happen".
one struck her in the shoulder, she took · ban into law in 1994. ·
Incidents involving these types of
cover behind her cruiser, which was
Miami-Dade police are not encour- weapons have reduced drastically since
penetrated by up to two dozen bullets aged by the expiration of the ban, but it the "cocaine cowboy'' days of the early
before it caught fire and exploded. is not something they c=an't deal with.
1980s.
Huburt was not injured as a result of the
· "There is nothing we can do to make
Out of the 636 officers killed in action.
explosion. She is in stable condition at us safer", Commander Linda O'Brien between 1993 and 2002, 443 of them
the Ryder Trauma Center and expected said. O'Brien, who graduated from UCF were murdered with guns. According to
to make a fuJl recovery.
in 1974 with a degree in criminal justice, the 2002 FBI Uniform Crime Report 278
Occurring the night before the ban explained the problem with "high of those officers died in the Southern
on assault weapons was set to expire, capacity" magazines or ammunition United States. Eighteen of those victims
the incident couldn't have come at a bet- clips that hold more than 10 bullets: "In were killed in Florida
ter time for supporters of the assault 1994, they could no longer make these
According to the Violence Policy
weapons"Oan. The gun po~sessed by types of clips, but were restricted to a 10 Center in Washington, D.C., one in five
Holt was an AK-47, a firearm now legal round max. Now, some of these clips
PLEASE SEE HANDGUNS ON A6
to purchase on the market due to a situ- can hold up to 30 routlds."
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Around Campus
News and notices for
'the UCF community

Rugby and guts
Men's and women's rugby
teams are recruiting for the fall.
No experience is required.
Practice is betWeen 4 p.m. and
6 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
on the practice football fields
behind the Academic Village.
See http://www.ucfrugby.
com for more information on
the
men's
team
and
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-wr
ugby for more information on
the women's team.

Rec Center resumes business
The Recreation and Wellness Center now has fitness
and cardio equipment in the
Pegasus Landing Fitness
Room.
Gr~mp exercise is now in the ·
Live Oak room and spinning
classes are in the Garden
Room. Both rooms are next to
the Student Resource Center, ·
and the classes are available
now. The class schedules will
vary, so check the Web site
http://rec.ucf.edu for more
information.
Intramural basketball will
begin Monday in the College of
Education gymnasium and the
outside courts.
The UCF Wellness Center is
now in Osceola Hall, Building
no. Call 407-823-5841 for more
information.

POWandMIA
Silver Wings will host
UCF's POW-MIA Day 2004 all
day on Friday outside of the
Student Union. ,
The event is in recognition
of those prisoners of war or
those still missing in action. A
POW and an honor guard from
UCF's Air Force ROTC will
speak and a local band will
play.
The event will include
guarding of the POW-MIA flag
and a petition for UCF to recognize the national day in the
coming years.
For more information, email Courtney Graham at
shelly84@msn.com or c;all 407376-2216.

Showcasing work
The Career Resource Center will host a portfolio workshop at ll:30 a.m. today at the
Student Resource Center 185C.
The workshop shows how
to best highlight skills, activities, education and experience
to secure an interview.
For more information, call
the Career Resource Center at
407-823-2361.

Music with a master
Composer Julio Martin
Viera of Argentina is speaking
and performillg at noon today
in the Rehearsal Hall. ·
Viera has received numerous commissions and award,
including the National Endowment for the Arts Award in
music
composition,
the
National Award in Music and
the Guggenheim Fellowship.
For information, contact
Lyman Brodie at 407-823-0ll9.

Helping the homeless
Volunteer UCF will meet at
7:15' a.m. on Saturday for the
"Back 2 the Streets Bash"
which will go to downtown
Orlando to feed the homeless.
A carpool will leave from
Millican to take interested students to Ripple Effect, a local
community service organization that provides food, cloth~
ing, mail, voicemail boxes and
training for job interviews to
local homeless people.
Contact Natasha Irizarry at
407-823-6471 for more information.

Passionate fighter for faculty
The ~i:::h profes-

(lTrQouarSdS

A~

sor stereotype probably
involves spoiled cats, wall-to- pointed out that
wall books, arthritic joints and UCF's actions haven't gone
quiet nights at home. Enter unnoticed. The Florida Public
Dawn Trouard, a UCF profes- Employees Relations Commitsor who shatters the mold.
tee ruled against UCF on Aug.
With
shoulder-length 15 concerning an unfair labor ,
brown locks framing a face practice suit filed by the union.
adorned with intense hazel
In short, the independent
eyes and a wry smile, Trouard committee decided that UCF
carries an aura of intelligence ,w asn't obeying the laws conand cool competence about cerning collective bargaining.
UCF has sin,ce filed an appeal.
her.
She drives a Porsche, and
·Still, Trouard said that the
it's not her first. She's a certi- adillinistrator's actions have
fled yoga instructor, and she brought the faculty together
happens to enjoy throwing and steeled their resolve.
darts, playing pool and practic"O.ur .~argaining. te~. is
ing her target shooting.
amazmg, she explamed. '.Aµ .
If that's not enough of them are overextended with
Trouard rounds out her bu~ ' families ~d responsibilities,
schedule by serving as the ~ut they still dedicate s'? much
president of UCF's chapter of t~e an~ thought to domg the
the United Faculty of Florida.
n~~ thing. for the whole barSimply put, with her goals ~g 11?1t.
.
and accomplishments added . . P~ylhs Hudson, a retl!ed
to the mix, there's simply no hbranan, came out ?f r~tire
mistaking this woman for a shy men~ to he~~ the _umon, she
bookworm. But she did con- contmued. Jun Gilkeson, our
cede that the stereotype isn't chief neg9tiator, just adopted a
f\tli~
~
child and yet he fmds the time
completely off the mark.
"I have two venerable and necessary to fight for a good
spoiled cats, KD and Lakey, contract. I coul? go on an.d on.
and I have way too many It makes you mto a believer
books," she said.
about a greater good."
· POSTED PURSUANT rp AN OROER OF THE
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RELATIONS COMMISSION
Of course, Trouard also
spends a great deal of time
Aunionized woman
.f"f;;~A Hf4'Jt;~.<; l!J~·,111t:•tN.,1,. PMttti' ~"'°' ,., , C'JlJ"('tft~~~.rn ';'..) ~M'.$1.:'.ltt tYiCH;·A. lH[
Aside from her teaching working for UCF faculty.
1;.JQUt; ('.!fil,()'1r,l'~Fu...:~1-ctl$(:('1J,'.:',l!~;.:Cf11t,.'\tl(;U(il•/•;n~ t!V:·l '.'1 l; l\,\":f \10..A~O fH
''Way too much time,'' she
/,'Ji':_l''J•~"i C.H,Ol;frj.')(.;~ I() l•~;...J lli'~l1lt.n.-:..1 \\'t,. l.'fH·•,J) 1(.tCAflJ~'( cur W;; '?f.:Q;!'.:H c,
duties, Trouard, as the union's
president, is taking aim at said jokingly. "My cats are
ANDRES HEALY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 1
improving conditions for UCF pretty jealous."
Professor ~awn Trouard is proud of securing a notice ofonfair labor practices against UCF.
faculty. The importance of the
"I was so happy," she became a millionaire creating
union is simple, she said. Teaching still her first love
Still, her involvement with recalled. "I loved grading the compensation packages for
"United we bargain - divided
the union is just a part of her papers, preparing the assign- the super wealthy. He wrote
we beg."
She explained: "We have so life. Trouard's first love ·has ments and talking to the stu- me six months ago and - now
many colleagues [at UCF] who always been teaching.
dents about the writing."
that he's made his fortune "I was lucky," she said. "I've
aren't tenured ancj. feel vulnerThat experience cemented wants to talk books again. I
able. They worry about always wanted to be a teacher. her passion for English, and hadn't heard from him in over
reprisals. It's important that When I was little, I played she soon landed a job at two decades."
She said: "Teachers get
tenured, senior faculty step school with my sister and had Akron, where she happily
dolls for the rest of my clas~."
taught seven different courses their results over a lifetime. I
up."
in her first year. She was also had .a student send me a postThat's why Trouard decidable to complete her doctoral card once saying he had been
ed to join the UFF in the first
degree in 1981, graduating wrong about Walden. He
place. Before coming to UCF,
Trouard worked at the Univerfrom Rice University.
decided it wasn't so bad after
sity of Akron in Ohio when
In 1997, Trouard came to all. He hadn't been in my class
faculty there were considering
UCF to serve as the chair- for about six years when he
woman of the English depart- wrote."
forming a union.
ment. Having turned down a
Still, for all the highlights,
In the end, it opted not to previous job offer from UCF, there are some low points.
though a few years later it did
unionize while Provost Terry
Trouard said that she had later
nouard said she sees more
regretted her decision and and more UCF students
Hickey was there.
thus jumped · at the chance overextending themselves, not
While deeply invested in
that process, Trouard said this
when it arose.
realizing that taking it slower
"UCF had so much possibil- might allow them to do better
is different.
ity that it was a great chairing and learn more. She added that
"I have never been anyjob," she said. "I hired more grade inflation is also taking its
where - not even here during
than 20 tenure line faculty. We toll.
my first seven years - where l
faculty [members] think their
got the Ph.D. in Texts and
"It's become' shameful to be
Technology, and the campus average, when in fact, the realacademic freedom is so imperwas beautiful."
ity is there are lots of average
iled," she said. "This is a tragic
She added: "You felt your performers, even at UCF,
situation for faculty to work in
energies were needed and wel- though their grades may not
and it has come about in less
come. It was exhausting, but show it," she said. "Students
than a year:•
you always felt you were build- seem to get less preparation as
She explained that the UFF
ing in a common cause."
writers than they used to, so
has been trying to get UCF to
Through it all, she said, her they are shocked to fmd there
commit to a contract for its
- DAWN TROUARD
students made everything is more work to do if they want
faculty. According to Trouard,
ENGLISH PROFESSOR
worth it.
to earn outstandings.
that is something that they
"Some of the work is con' "Pretending everyone is
have been slow to.do.
vincing students to give liter- outstanding simply. debases
"The administration has
Each year, her teachers ary work a chance," she the currency," she added.
just introduced a third new
chief negotiator - a profes- renewed her drive to teach. mused. "They may have hated "This also feeds an increasing
sional labor lawyer this time "Every year I'd plan to grow up it in high school, so you have to culture ofentitlement - the W.
- even though we haven't had and be a teacher like the one persuade them to be open. I is expected regardless of the
a bargaining session since I'd just had - first grade, then remember hating 18th-century effort."
early August," Trouard said. second grade ... then fifth literature, but [a teacher
Through it all, there is one
"They are pouring. tons of grade," she said. "I loved · named] Dr. [Stanley] Archer moment in her educational
made me revise that opinion. I journey that Trouard cherishmoney· and resources into school." ·
That resolve allowed her to try to do that for my students, es the most.
fighting the faculty, rather than
"I was invited to give the
applying that money to graduate 'with a bachelor's or I hope I do."
Holloway lecture at McDaniel
salaries or labs or things that degree in English - summa
College [in Maryland] last
would benefit our campus and cum laude, in fact - from Postcards from the past
Texas A&M University. in just
She added that she some- year," she explained. "In part,
our students."
times hears back from old stu- my talk was a tribute to Dr.
She continued: "Respect two short years.
"I raced through my under- dents years after they graduat- Archer and to great teachers
and fair due process is as
and teaching."
important to faculty as salary. graduate program so I could ed.
So will Trouard still be
"I have students who grew
It's inexplicable to me how this get to the good stuff in graduup and became tenured facul- around discussing the finer
administration imagines it can ate school," she explained.
Her first real teaching expe- ty," she said. "One became a points of Ernest Hemingway
build a research one university
while breaking the spirit and rience came as a graduate stu- Montesorri teacher, while and William Faulkner for
degrading the working condi- pent, while she was working as many others work in comput- another 10 years?
a teaching assistant.
ers and publishing. One even
'~bsolutely," she replied.
tions of the faculty."

!(;ft: \,)
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"Teachers get
their results over
a lifetime. I had a
student send me
a postcard once
saying he had
been wrong
about Walden.
He decided it
wasn't so bad
after all."

Let us know

...;

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
o.iganization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Hitt ·asks teachers to be understanding
FROM Al

last, to skip lessons is impossible, Brunson said.
It's hard to say how the double whammy of Francis and
Charley will end up affecting
student's grades, but it's pretty
clear that both students and
professors are on their heels.
"F~culty and students we're all in the same boat,''

Leiby said, "I think that the
routine of class will be good
for all of us. It's time for things
to get back to normal."
Brunson agreed. "The students·seem more stressed out.
It's affecting them, too. They're
trying to catch up in all their
classes." Brunson is trying to
be understanding, especially
to those students who have
family in South Florida, where

Francis was particularly dam- er.
aging.
Hurricane season lasts into
"For one thing, I did some- November, and currently there
thing I never do - I gave a doesn't seem to be any reason
take-home test," he said. "But to suspect the end of the seait's one of those things you ·son won't remain active.
Teachers, though, remain optihave to do to play catch-up."
President John Hitt asked mistic of a normal fall semesteachers to be sympathetic to ter.
students for several days after
"If we don't have any more
the storm as students adjusted hurricanes," Brunson said, "we
to life after the extreme weath- should be doing fine." ·

(entral ·31=1oriba rfuture
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Classes resume in Beslan, Russia,
city of deadly school siege

Corrections
In "Fans' hopes still high
despite loss" [Sept. 13], the
photo caption should have
read, "'O'Leary is O'mazing' is
spelled out in body paint."
Also, in "Freshmen storm
field," the correct price for
Freshmen Frenzy is $15, not $30
as reported.

·Nation &World

BESLAN, Russia - Two
weeks after heavily armed
militants took more than 1,200
hostages in a school in southern Russia, students in this
grief-stricken town returned
to classes accompanied by
nervous relatives and armed,
camouflage-clad police.
Boys in dark suits and girls
in lacy white bows began the
day with a minute ofsilence to
remember·the 338 people nearly half of them children
- killed in the Sept. 1 to Sept.
3 siege in this quiet, industrial
town.
Students from School No.
1, which was almost completely destroyed, were
exempt from returning to
class, and many of the survivors and their families have
been granted stays at sanatoriums in the Black Sea resort of
Sochi and other. resorts for
treatment.
But classes in _Beslan's
seven other schools resumed
Wednesday - after a day's
postponement to give the mil~
itary and police more time to
search buildings for weapons
and eicplosives.
Bomb-sniffmg dogs were
led around the schools Tuesday. Yesterday, police holding
rifles stood guard outside
school entrances as a triclde
of students arrived.
Only one of every four
turned up, the state-controlled Rossiya newspaper
reported, but dfficials expected the numbers to increase
gradually.
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Sarasota officials upset at
conditions at FEMA trailer park
VENICE, Fla. - Sarasota
County officials are complaining the Federal Emergency Management Agency
has been slow to improve
conditions in a rundown trailer park that has become home
to more than 300 hurricane
victims.
FEMA is leasing about 350
trailers at the Stay-N-Play RV
Park in Venice where volunteers and residents have com- ·
plained the park lacks basic
services such as phones, laU11dry, health care, child care and
bus service. Resic;l.ents also
say the park is infested with
mosquitoes and fire ants.
The park was vacant for
twoyearsbeforeFEMAbegan
using it for victims of Hurri-·
cane Charley and Frances.
Sarasota County had plans
to set up a health and social
service cen:ter,at the p~k yesterday, officials· said.. They sa.y
their response would have.
been quicker, but it's .been.
hard to f'"md FEMA.officials
with decision-making pbwer.
U.S. Rep. Katherine Harris~
toured the park with a
commissioner on Fri9,ay and
said FEMA promised to get a
staff member there the next
day to address·residents' complaints. .

•

•
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Martha Stewart says she'll go ..
to prison 'as soon as possibfe'
NEW YORK - Millionaire executive Martha Stewart
announced Wednesday that
she had decided to begin her
prison sentence for lying
about a stock trade as soon as
possible. "I must reclaim my
good life," she said, adding she
hoped to be home in time to
plant a spring garden.
Stewart, 63, said she'd
made the decision in order to
"put this nightmare behind
fne and get on with my life."
She said she hoped to start
her five-month sentence right
away and be ~:mt by early next
year to begin her next five
months of house arrest.
Stewart grew weepy at the
end of her 10-minute appearance. Her associates at
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia Inc. gave her a standing
ovation as she left.
Shares in Martha Stewart
Living rose 3 percent, or 38
cents, to $ll.52 in afternoon
trading on the New York
Stock Exchange. The stock
had been trading around $19
per share before Stewart's
name was tied to the scandal
PLEASE SEE
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MONDAY

NIGHT
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TO PROVE IT.

$10 0 CASH
SURROUND

. SOUND

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBAL

EVERY TIME YOU
ORDER A DRINK,
YOU ROLL THE DICE.

TO THE WINNER
GRAND PRIZE: A TRIP TO
LAs VEGAS FO !

i'Ti1G~D THERE
50o/c CHANCE

AND OF COURSE•••

RO~ 'EM RIGHT AND
YOU DRINK FREE
ALL NIGHTL

.-

A LIVE TV GAME SHOW
FILMED LIVE EVERY WEEK
'

IF FEAR IS A FACTOR?

HAVE ANOTHER SHOT!
STUN GUNS!
LIVE SCORPIONS!
PIG FETUSES
AND SHOTS!

THAT'S A SHOW!
\•

Nation &World

Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the oountry

Massachusetts g~ts Fon report
card for college affordability
BOSTON - Massachusetts gets top grades in
preparing and enrolling students in higher education,
but flunks in its efforts to
make college affordable,
according to a state-by-state
report card of America's colleges and universities.
In its biennial study, the
nonprofit National Center for
Public Policy and Higher
Education gave Massachusetts 'W.' grades in four categories related to higher education:
preparation,
participation, completion
and benefits. But the state got
an "F" in affordability.
Massachusetts is not
alone. The report drops the
country overall to an "F"
from the "D" it gave in its
report two years ago. Only
California, Utah and Minnesota earned higher than a
"D." California's 'W.' in 2002
fell to a ''B" after sharp tuition
rises, there but it was still tops
in the country.
The report card doesn't
compare universities, but
does evaluate states on the
performance of their public
four-year and community
colleges, as well as private
schools within their borders,
in five categories. .

Brown receives $100-million
gift for undergraduates
PROVIDENCE, RI. Brown University has
announced a $100-million gift
for undergraduate financial
aid from New York businessman Sidney E. Frank, a mem- ·
ber of the Brown Class of
1942. Frank's gift is the largest
single gift in the university's
240-year history.
·
Under The Sidney E.
Frank Endowed Scholarship
· Fund, Brown University will
meet the demonstrated need
of its neediest students by
eliminating the loan portion
of these students' financial
aid and replacing it with
scholarship funds.
The university will begin
designating Sidney E. Frank
Scholars in the class of students that arrives in the fall of
2005.
University
officials·
believe that this $100-million
gift for financial aiq is one of
the largest single outright
gifts ever made for undergraduate scholarships to any
college or university in the
United States.

Jury picked in murder trial of
Harvard graduate student
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. Jury selection was completed
Wednesday in the trial of a
Harvard graduate student
from Colorado accused in the
killing of an 18-year-old Cambridge man.
Alexander Pring-Wilson,
26, is charged with murder in
the April 12, -2003, stabbing
. death of Michael Colona during a street fight.
Prosecutors say the fight
started after Pring-Wilson
overheard Colona make a
remark about him "staggering'' down the street as PringWtlson walked home from a
mght of drinking and dancing
with friends.
Colona was waiting in a
car for his pizza order when
Pring-Wilson walked by.
Pring-Wilson says he
stabbed Colona in selfdefense.
Opening statements in the
ttjal are scheduled for Monday in Middlesex Superior
Court.

Body of Clarl< University student
discovered in Worcester
WORCESTER, Mass. A body believed to be that of
a missing Clark University
student was discovered yesterday in a parked car, police
said. It was not immediately
kn9wn how he died.
Joseph S. Venincasa..20, of
Westborough, had been missing since last Thursday night,
when he went to his parents'
home to take a shower and
get some supplies before
heading back to college.
Venincasa's
Mercury
Sable was discovered around
9 am yesterday in Worcester.
The body was inside and
appeared to be that ofthe college junior. The state medical
examiner's office will determine the cause of death.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS
Adult Open competition team has spots available Sept 18
Compete in an International Chilnipionsbip in Bottrop, Germany.
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Heads East Hair Salo11

$10 Men's and

Children with their parents stand during a minute of silence at a school in Beslan, North Ossetia yesterday. Children returned to schools in this
southern Russian town yesterday for the first time since militants seized more than 1,200 hostages at a school two weeks ago in a raid.
FROM A2

Pakistani leader to remain
as army chief and president
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan Pakistani leader Pervez
Musharrafwill stay on as head
of the armed forces and the
nation's president, the information minister said yesterday, despite a previous promise that he would give up his
military post by the end of the
year.
The decision comes after
weeks of speculation, some
fueled by Musharraf himself,
that he was considering backing out of an agreement he
reached in December with a
hardline Islamic political
block to give up his army post.
Musharraf, who took power
in a bloodless coup in 1999 and
has emerged as a key ally in
the U.S.-led war on terrorism,
said earlier this month that he
felt most people in the country
wanted him to remain in both
posts.

Iranian envoy suggests freeze
on uranium enrichment ending
VIENNA, Austria - A senior Iranian envoy suggested
yesterday that Tehran's partial
yearlong freeze on uranium
enrichment is about to end,
shruggirig off U.S. and European pressure to renounce the
process and end fears that his
country wants to make
.nuclear arms.
Both Washington and the
European Union want a commitment from Iran to stop
enrichment and have been
working on a resolution to be
adopted at an International
Atomic Energy Agency meeting demanding that Tehran
agree to such a freeze.
· But they differ on the firmness of the wording of a resolution, with the United States
seeking European support to
have Iran hauled before the
U.N. Security Council if it
defies conditions meant to dispel suspicions about its
nuclear agenda.
Iran's chief envoy to the

_Week in Science
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

FDA finds antidepressants linked
to child and teenage suicide

'
meeting suggested Iran was
not about to cave in to threats
of Security Council action,
which could lead to san<;tions.

push oil prices lower Wednesday, even as Ivan roared
toward the Gulf Coast with 135
mph winds and after the government reported that tanker
Senate plan would give power of delays had caused a sharp
purse to new intelligence director drop in the nation's oil supply.
Light sweet crude for OctoWASHINGTON - House
leaders yesterday promised to ber delivery fell 81 cent~ to
overhaul the nation's fractured $43.58 per barrel on the New
intelligence
coinmunity York Mercantile Exchange.
The decline followed a twobefore going home to campaign for re-election, while day surge in .crude futures,
Senate leaders unveiled an· suggesting traders locked-in
intelligence reorganization profits once they sensed
plan they plan to have prices had risen too high on
approved before the end of the Ivan-related supply fears.
OPEC's
announcement
month.
Senators plan to start vot- Wednesday that it would raise
ing on final language next its official output target by 1
week that would create a million barrels a day to 27 milnational intelligence director lion barrels had little effect on
with spending authority over oq markets because the cartel
much of the nonmilitary intel- has been exceeding that quota
ligence agencies, with a target since the beginning of the year,
date of Sept. 27 for final Senate analysts said.
passage.
The House is not that far Proposal would require tire
along on its plan to create fill pressure indicators in all vehicles
WASHINGTON - Federal
intelligence director to force
intelligence agencies to work regulators proposed yestertogether as envisioned by the day that, starting in 2007, all
Sept. ll commission.
. vehicles be equipped with
The Sept. ll commission warning lights telling drivers
recommended creation of a when their tire pressure is
national intelligence director low.
to control almost all of the
The rule would require
nation's intelligence agencies. vehicles to have a yellow light
It said the reasoning behind that would illuminate when
this is that the 15 U.S. intelli- the pressure on any one of the
gence. agencies did not work four tires was underinflated by
together properly to stop the 25 percent or more.
Sept. 11, 2001, hijackings and
The National Highway
subsequent attacks on New Traffic Safety Administration
York City and Washington.
said the proposal would likely
cost up to $69.89 per vehicle,
Oil prices fall as hurricane-related or a total of $1.1 billion for the
supply fears dissipate
industry. But the agency said
·W ASHINGTON - The the requirement would save as
loss of more than three-quar- much as $1.7 billion in fuel and
ters of daily oil production in vehicle maintenance costs.
the Gulf of Mexico, and a sigA spokesman for the Rubnificant amount of refining ber Manufacturers Associacapacity, as a result of Hurri- tion said tire makers will
cane Ivan should not cause · protest the proposal because it
U.S. motorists much long-term disagrees with setting a flat
pain at the pump - so long as rate of 25-percent underinflaIvan does not cause the indus- tion.
try any lasting infrastructure
NHTSA said approximatedamage.
ly 4 million vehicles already
The expectation of o.n ly have tire pressure monitoring
short-term turbulence within systems.
the petroleum sector helped
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya
Commons (in the Publix plaza)
Offer good with ad only ·
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international waters to sidestep abortion laws and restrictions in certain countries.

Web sites promote anorexia,
bulimia as lifestyle choices ·

More than 30,000 Web sites
promoting anorexia and
Top officials at the Food bulimia as "lifestyle choices,"
and Drug Administration have and providing instructions on
acknowledged for the first how to do so, have health offi'
time that antidepressants cials concerned.
The sites provide pictures
appeared to lead to suicide in·
of underweight women, menu
children and teenagers.
The announcement was suggestions, discussion boards
made after year-long analyses and tips on topics including
of 15 clinical trials, some of ways to beat hunger pangs.
Experts say the sites reinwhich were hidden for years
from the public by the drug force unhealthy behavior, slow
companies that sponsored the recovery process and disthem. Family members of sui- courage people from seeking
cide victims at the hearing help.
angrily denounced agency ·
officials for the delay in admit- 20,000 abandoned embryos fill
ting the risk of antidepres- fertility dinics across the U.S.
There are currently as
sants.
The British health authori- many as 20,000 frozen
ties banned the use of most embryos in storage that have
antidepressants in children been "abandoned" by couples
who have stopped contact
and teenagers last December.
with clinics and ceased paying
'Abortion ship' denied docking in storage fees, according to a
study conducted last year by
Portugal by defense ministry
The Dutch group Women RAND.
Although the American
on Waves, which prov-ides
medical abortions and family Society for Reproductive
planning services in interna- Medicine adopted a policy
tional waters, was denied per- stating that fertility clinics can
mission to dock its ship in Por- consider disposing embryos
tugal, a decision made by abandoned for more than five
Portuguese Defense Ministry. / years, many clinics are not folIt is staffed by a general lowing instructions. The issue
practitioner, a gynecologist · of an embryo's legal status and
and a nurse, who offer coun- a lack of clear guidelines has
sel' g, family planning servic- lead to confusion among
es
d medical abortion in health professionals.
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Enroll at Troy University's
Orlando Campus to eain your
MSCP, MED, MSM, MSHRM' or

:"' ··

MPA.
• 9radtiate ·degrees on-site
through convenient night
and weekend classes

(
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•

' ('

• Affordable tuition (VA, TA
and Financial Aid also
accepted)
• Earn your degree Jaster - 5
terms per year
• 1000/o ONLINE undergraduate
courses and degrees available
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A future ofopportuniti.es.
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with sign up

Special for UCF Students
Come see why the Power Kickbox
Center is Orlando 1 #1 Cardio Workout!

Center ..

UCF Area
'

.,

.'

407·617·KBOX 5269
10018 University Blvd.

.

(University/Dean Blvd. Behind.Discount Auto Parts)
·)

· . Orlando, FL 32817
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Qualifying you to specialize in Podiatric Medicine
You're considering a career in medicine

disorders, and injuries to the foot and

for residency programs and externships

but want to do something a little different.

ankle. Barry University is one of only two

from coast-to-coast. Visit us online at

Consider the exciting field of podiatric

podiatry programs nationwide affiliated with

www.barry.edu/podiatric to .learn more

medicine. Whether managing your own

a comprehensive university. So, you .

about 4ow we can help you succeed in a

.

'

practi'ce or working in a hospital or clinic,

benefit from extensive research facilities,

as a podiatric physician you will be able to

ou:r unique hospital and medical center

diagnose, treat, and prevent diseases,

affiliations, and excellent opportunities

B1~1{1{Y

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161 -6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3130
mweiner@mail.barry.edu

UNIVERSITY

www.barry.edu/podiatric

career in podiatric medicine.
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Car burglaries constant problem
confirmed that these suspects

deputies' photos, he said he was
able to identify two of his ·
amplifiers. He said deputies
equipment. The burglaries area's other car burglaries.
'We can attribute a certain told him that the equipment
have been reported at almost all
of the apartment communities pattern," Williamson said. The had been confiscated after
along the Alafaya Trail and Uni- time of the burglaries, the Tuesday's arrests.
equipment stolen and the way
versity Boulevard corridors.
"We are very pleased with
Sheriff's Office dispatchers the cars were broken into are the outcome," Williamson said.
received the latest call at about similar, he added.
'We are pleased that people lis6 a.m. Tuesday, Williamson
At least seven other cars ten to car alarms going off and
said. The Orange County Sher- were broken into at the Village call law enforcement."
iff's Office said the suspects at Alafaya Club on Monday,
UCF Police have frequently
were fleeing from the complex said Brian Asher, a resident of sent a series of mass e-mail
in a green full-size Dodge pick- the apartm.e nt complex.
messages to students alerting
up truck when deputies arrived.
Asher, 20, said that about them of the recent string of car
Deputies chased the truck $3,000 worth of stereo equip- burglaries.
south along Alafaya Trail. The ment was stolen from his 1999
Williamson did not release
truck's driver was traveling at BMw.
the number of car burglaries
abo.ut 70 mph, according to the
"They went in through my this year, but did say that it is
sheriff's report. The suspects back window and ripped every- much higher than in years past.
parked and fled the vehicle near thing out," the sophomore said.
More than 20 car burglaries
Chickasaw Trail and ran into "I'm positive it was about 6 a.m. were reported to UCF Police
during January and February.
the woods to the east of the [Monday] when it happened."
Sam's Club. Deputies found the
Though Asher says his According to reports, at least 15
two men hiding behind a shed. BMW has an alarm, he ·said the occurred during the first month
Baldwin and Breedlove were alarm is not loud and that he of the year, most during a 10day span ·
each charged with two counts slept through it.
ofgrand theft and two counts of
All the cars broken into had
To combat the constant
artned burglary. Breedlove was· expensive stereo systems, threat of car burglaries, UCF
also charged with violation of Asher added. "They broke into Police offers free engraving of
probation. Both were taken to a Lexus SUV, a Jetta, but there's vehicle identification numbers
Orange County Jail.
a Taurus broken into right next or driver's license numbers on
UCF's Registrar's . Office to it," he said. "These guys did students' stereo equipment.
would not say whether the men their research."
"Some people have taken
are students.
Sheriff's deputies contacted advantage of that,'' Williamson
Police and deputies have not Asher
yesterday..
From said.
FROM
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may also be responsible for the

Also returning: Beer for sale
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with them. •
Vendors are scheduled to
set up booths selling posters
and applying henna tattoos.
Food and beverages, including
beer, will also be s.old at the
event.
Cowboy Mouth's Web site,
http://cowboymouth.com,
describes the band as "pure
New Orleans rock 'n' roll with
more hooks and melodies then
gumbo has spices .and lyrics
that bring you right into a hot
steamy night in .the French
Quarter."
Singer-songwriter Tom Sartori has been compared to the
Dave Matthews Barid and John
Mayer. The Buffalo, N. Y., resident received many awards
and nominations for his music,
including winning the Buffalo

Music Awards Top Solo Artist were on the radio in the last
award twice and ·tying with two months, not two years."
"I might go if I know wh9
Ani Difranco for the 2002
Artvoice Acoustic Performer those.bands are by that time,"
of the Year award. Sartori will 22-year-old art major Brian
be playing with his five-piece Guffey said, "but otherwise I
band 'at Kate O'Brien's Irish don't want to put myself
· Pub Sept. 24 and Sept. 25 at through the torment that is a
9:30 p.m. ·
UCF concert."
Christie Cook, a folk guiDigital media major Peter
tarist from New England, adds Brown, 24, said, "I probably
a slight Christian tone to her would go if I don't .have anysongs. She is signed by Sixth- thing else planned that
man, the same label as Sister evening."
Hazel.
Knightstock Volume II will
The bands, however, are not be from 4 p.m. to midnight. "I
well-known around ·campus, promise it will be a good
which appears to be creating a show," O'Rourke said.
lack of interest.
Universal Studios will also
Psychology major Jessie have information on HalSchneider said, "I'm not going loween Horror Nights. Negotibecause I've never heard of ations with other vendors are
any of those people." The 20- still under way. The concert is ·
year-old would go, "if they got sponsored by SGA and the
local bands or people that Camp~s Activities Board.

Handguns still a bigger threat
FROM

Al

officers' killed while· on duty
died as a result of an assault
weapon.
Several years ago, Seminole
County Sheriff's deputies shot
and killed a man who pulled an
assault-type weapon on them. In
1998, a similar incident took
place when a deputy was killed
while responding to a routine
call.

Local law enforcement doesn't · seem particularly happy
about the ban expiring, but the
officers are ready to work Without it
"If [an officer] gets into a
confrontation on the streets, the
odds are pretty much even",
Steve Olson, a public information officer for the Seminole
County Sheriffs Department
said. •He said that many cops
today are issued higher powered
weapons like the AR-15 and the
M-16 assault rifle to deal witl;l
such situations as the one Officer Huburt encountered on
Sunday.
• Sgt. Brian Gilliam agrees
with Olson; "We've dealt with
the p~ogression of weapons in

my 23-year career. We've had to
make changes with what our
ti:oops have to match them."
The Orlando Police Department Public Information Officer added, ''You can't match a
long-range gun with a hand-

markets" before the ban expired
on Monday. ·Now these
weapons are legal and likely
going to be cheaper to purchase.
One report had the current ·
price of an assault-type weapon
at about $2000 and expected it
gun."
to drop as low as $800, a price
In 2002, 56 law enforcement that many could afford. In 2002,
officers were killed in the U.S., 14 of the 61 known assailants, 48 of
less than the 70 officers killed in them had a prior criminal
2001. This figure excludes those record. Holt himself has a histoofficers killed on Sept. ll, 2001. ry. In 1997, he was convicted of
Fifteen were killed in ambushes, aggravated battery against two
10 were killed during traffic police officers and possession of
stops and 10 more died during a firearm by a felon and was senarrest situations. Of the 51 offi- tenced to six years in prison. He
cers that were killed with a was again arrested in January
firearm, 34 were wearing body after driving with a suspended
armor at the tip:J.e. The number license as a habitual offender
of deaths can be correlated with and resisting arrest.
the 21 deaths that resulted in
· With the many storms that
have battered Florida in the
head wounds.
Of the 51 officers that died as recent weeks, local law enforcea result of gunfire in 2002, 10 ment has not had sufficient time
were killed by rifles and three to address the ban's expiration,
so it is not something that they
were killed by shotguns.
Keeping these guns out of have had to deal with yet.
the hands of felons is the biggest
· "It was a . bad situation
challenge to law enforcement. regardless," Olson said on the
According to a University of Huburt attack. "That is where
Pennsylvania · study, these training and bullet-proof vests
weapons were "being sold in come in han\}y. One's got to
undocumented, second-hand expect the unexpected."
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donate .p lasma at

DCI Biologicals
Orlando!

,
'

* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is

dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn .S180/month donating
your ·nte-saving Plasma.
"

DCI BiologicaJs Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail,- Suite SOO
(Across the street from Racetrac)

321-235-9100

WiatZ•
40'7-482-1900
12090 COiiegiate Way
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebe~'s
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65C credit card charge on delivery

Jumbo Wings
. Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....................... .............. 3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ............... .....................6.49,
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .. .................................. 8.99
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) ......................... 11.99
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)......................... 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ......................27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ...................... 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ................... .47.99
Add Celery ... .... .. .... ..... ... ..... ..... .... .... .... .... ... .. . .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch..... .......... ........... .69
Add fries to any Wing order .. ........ ,, .....: ......... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket

i:•

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1/2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries*$7
*substltutioris available for ·
an additional charge

•

29
...,
·

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich

Grilled Chicken Breast• Fried Chicken Breast• 1/2 lb B~rg

Pick your' Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese.or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Sala.d
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried .Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side ·

Kid'z Menu

3 (1 Flavor) ................ ............... ..................... 3.99
5 (1 ·Flavor) ...................................... ..............6.29
10 (1 Flavor) .. ............................................... 11 .99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ......... ...........................21.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ....................................47.99 .

Chicken· Finger Basket

Wedge Fries ................ Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ............... .Regular 2.99
......................................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings ...... ,.......... Regular 2.29
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ............: ........................ ..4.49
Fried Mushrooms .............................. :............ ..4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ................ :........99
Garden Salad ·................................................. 4.49
Side Salad .................. ,...................................: 2.49

5 Wings & Wedge Fries........... _....................... 5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries.... ............ ... 5.49

Soft Drinks

..

5Fingers & Wedge Fries.................................7.49

l~e!!.!~~e~ ~11Jft\ ftQI ' 11Mf( _. ~tny
(any flavor)
~ ~~I u¥7~ VPJ I em
Fu1

w/ pickup/carry out, Student ID, exp: 4/30/2005

.

t

FU2

$9 minimum order• $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

ANDRES HEALY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

At a voter registration drive yesterday in front o the Student Union, Jada Young, far right, won a pizza-eating contest. The 22-yearold senior won two tickets to see Young Buck a ard Rock Live at the 102 Jamz radio station and Citizen ~~ange-sponsored event.
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor
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Take it
back, ref

)

..~,

Some of us Knights are
still bitter about 2002

All-time wins
recorded by UCF
football versus Big
Ten Conference
opponents

4

'.>

•

Al~-time losses
recorded by UCF
football versus Big
Ten opponents

,,2 S.

Average yards
rushing per game by
Penn State this
season

32.

Average yards
rushing per game
given up by UCF's
defense this season

Briefs

~

Women's soccer
began its run on
Atlantic Sun
Conference awards
this week as junior
· , forward Jen
Montgomery and
junior goalkeeper
Julie Snaman swept
' the A-Sun weekly
honors. Montgomery
was named A-Sun
"Offensive Player of
the Week" while
Snaman grabbed ASun "Defensive
Player of the Week"
for her win over
Tulane.

1

Upcoming

,,

Football heads to
University Park, Pa.,
to face Penn State at
12:10 p.m.Saturday
... Men's soccer
hosts Howard .in the
UlF/Adidas Kickoff
Classic 2 at.7:30
p.rn. tomorrow at
the UCF Soccer
Complex ...
Women's soccer
begins A-Sun action
as UCF hosts FAU at
7 p.m. today atthe
UCF Soccer Complex
... Volleyball hosts
Georgia in the UCF
Fall Invitational at 7
p.m. tomorrow at
the UCF Arena.

..,

'"'I know Joe. The
record speaks for
itself. He's an
outstanding coach,
and an outstanding
person.He runs a
great program."
-UCFCOACH
§EORGE O'LEARY ON
PENN STAH COACH
JOE PATERNO

~

"I think right now
we're really in a
growing stage as far
as getting the
athletes in, and
getting the players
in that we need to
have to get those
high expectations
with. It's like anytime
you take over a new
program."

Struggles over picking a QB
Knights head into Penn
State matchup with no
No. 1 quarterback yet
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Two years ago, a controversial call in the
end zone killed UCF's chances of an upset
over Penn State.
In 2002, the Knights headed into Happy
Valley and lost to Penn State 27-24 on ESPN.
The game was decided on a touchdown pass
from then-UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider
to 1,000-yard receiver Doug Gabriel.
The pass was called incomplete as Gabriel
bobbled the ball while falling to the ground,
but the ball never left his arms and never
touched the ground.
·
Saturday, the Knights get another shot.
UCF will head to University Park, Pa., to
face the Nittany Lions and hopefully close out

one of the Knights' toughest three-game
starts in school history.
"I think that they're a typical Penn State
team," UCF Coach George O'Leary said.
"They' have good athletes all over the field .
offensively and defensively. Their quarterback is making the right decision when
throwing the ball, and obviously they have
guys once they get the ball can do something
with it. I think defensively they are not beating themselves."
The difference between this year's squad'
and the 2002 UCF football team is the quarterback. As ofright now, UCF does not have a
starter.
Heading into this week's practices,
O'Leary announced that Brandon Sumner
was still at the top of the Knights' quarterback
depth chart, but true' freshman Kyle Israel is
hot on his heels. Sophomore Steven Moffett,
who started the first game of the season, has
been bumped to thiid on the depth chart.
"Basically I have three quarterbacks that
are all first-year guys really playing," O'Leary
PLEASE SEE

QUARTERBACK ON A9

Israel

Moffett

Sumner

Volleyball still seeking first win
Timing and err,ors still
factor in unusual start
lMATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

One loss this weekend and UCF volleyball
will match its total from a season ago. However, that is not the main concern for Coach Meg
Colado and her squad as UCF (0-6) looks to
break into the win .column in its home opener.
Colado is looking for offensive execution
entering the UCF Fall Invitational as the team
has struggled out of the gates to a 0.079 hitting
percentage. The Knights have won only three
games all season, and have been held to less
than 20 points seven times this season in comparison to only four times all oflast season.
"We were expecting the timing with the
middles to be slightly off in the beginning,"
Colado said after the team started the season

0-3 at LSU. "But I was surprised at the uncharacteristic
errors by our outside hitters."
Seniors Tanya Jarvis and
Amanda Stoutjesdyk ~e hitting a paltry 0.034 and 0.031
hitting percentage.
There has also been a lack
of chemistry between the hit- Colado
ters and the setters. The
Knights miss Atlantic Sun "Player of the Year"
and former setter Jenny Frank, who averaged
12.24 assists per game. Frank was able to keep
opposing defenses on their toes with 170 kills.
Freshman Maureen Perez and senior Katie
Kohnen have split time at setter this season.
Perez and Kohnen have combined for s:24
assists per game and have tallied only 12 kills
on the young season.
Serving errors have also plagued the
Knights. UCF has 75 service errors in comparison to 34 aces. Oilly outside hitter Emily
Watts has more aces than errors on the season.
The last time the program started a season

0-6 was 1985. The mark ballooned out to 0-8
before the Knights beat College of Charleston
to snap the string.
,
In the Colado era, UCF has never .finished
a season less than seven games over .500.
Colado has to look all the way back to her
inaugural campaign in 1999 to find the last
time she was six games under the .500 mark.
The good news for Colado is the '99 team
swept throu~ the Atlantic Sun regular season
undefeated before falling short in the A-Sun
final to Florida Atlantic, finishing 19-12.
Hurricane Ivan has already played havoc
on the tournament schedule, forcing South
Alabama to withdraw from this weekend's
action
The Knights open against a muchimproved Georgia team at 7 p.m. Friday night
while matching up with Western Carolina
Sunday afternoon.
· Here's a closer look at this weekend's tournament field:
PLEASE SEE COLADO'S ON
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Editor's note: This column will
appear in Friday's issue of the Centre Daily Times, serving State College, Pa.
I want to take the Nittany nation
back to 2002.
·
UCF had a huge sleeper team
that season. We had a stud quarterback with two !';ure-shot 1,000-yard
receivers. We had a young running
back just aching to change the
course of UCF football forever
Then we played Penn State.
The Lions won that game 27-24
· because of what I am calling the
most biased call in the history of Big
Ten football.
Close your eyes and picture
Doug Gabriel falling backward in
the end zone with the ball bouncing
around his chest. I guarantee every
one of-you remembers where you
were, how you were reacting and
how you thought UCF had ruined
your day.
Then some parking lot attendant
of a Big Ten referee comes running
in waving his arms like he's landing
a plane and calls the pass incomplete.
You know it. I know it. Even the
broadcasters on ESPN knew it. That
ball never touched the ground.
Touchdown, plain and simple.
I've been holding th~s in for two
years.
You bet your Nittany tails that
I'm bitter. That call changed the
future ofUCF football.
I blame that botched call for our
should-have-been-stellar 2002 season turning into "Hey, at least we
finished above .500." I blame that
call for us tail-spinning and finishing 3-9 in 2003.
Now that I've exercised my Penn
State scapegoat clause, let's move
on to Saturday's game.
First of all, Penn State has some
of the nicest fans in the nation. It's
nearly impossible to talk trash
because I could tell you to keep Joe
Paterno in his formaldehyde jar for
this game, .and the response would
be: "Well, OK, you boys have a wonderful stay in Happy Valley."
Thanks for making my job harder, Lions.
What a wonderful time for Penn
State to take on UCF. Let's see, we
have no starting quarterback. We're
missing four safeties. We're giving
up more than 230 yards per game on
the ground.
But I'm not throwing the towel
in. We've got our problems but we
have potential, too. And I'll take
George O'Leary over modern Joe Pa
any day.
What happened to PSU? What
happened to the Big Ten powerhouse Penn State I knew but really
didn't give a squat about then,
either? PSU went from .1993-1999
with no more than three losses in
each season and the Lions never finished ranked lower than No. 17. And
no one will forget that 1994 12-0
Kerry Collins team and that Rose
Bowl spanking of Oregon.
Then, BOOM. Y2K hits PSU.
OK, it wasn't like the Lions completely fell flat on their faces. There
was a sputter with that 2002 season,
but it hasn't been the same.
PSU was a Big Ten force from the
second it joined the conference in
1993. And now 100,000 fans show up
to white-knuckle it through every
single home game.
Now you're 1-1 and you have a
UCF homer telling you how it used
to be. Does it get worse? Is a Rutgers
fan coming next week to write'
about what bowl games are like?
Before this season, I picked Saturday's game as my upset special for
UCF. I'm sticking with that and calling for revenge.
I remember 2002 like it was five
minutes ago.
I just hope the Big Ten refs don't.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sporn@UCFnews.com
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State & Nation
Colorado scandal continues as original lawsuit
plaintiff's request for anonymity denied
DENVER - The woman whose lawsuit
ignited the University of Colorado football
recruiting scandal asked to amend her complaint Tuesday to add new allegations of
school retaliation.
·
Lisa Simpson, who attended the Boulder
campus, says registration officials told her she
could use an assumed name to enroll this fall
at the University of Colorado at Denver,
according to a proposed amended complaint
filed in U.S. District Court in Denver.
Shortly before classes started in August,
school administrators decided Simpson could
enroll only under her legal name - a decision
Simpson says was at least partially motivated
by her lawsuit. She decided not to return to
school.
The new allegations also accuse the school
of spreading false information about Simpson
and events surrounding a party at her off-campus apartment Dec. 7, 2001. It was during the
party that Simpson says she was raped by
., football recruits or players.
University spokeswoman Michele Ames
1
'iissued a statement Tuesday calling the new
allegations untrue. She said the university has
responded to intense scrutiny during the past
several months because.of Simpson's lawsuit.
"During that time, we have made tjie privacy rights of all those involved - including Ms.
•Simpson - one of our paramount concerns,"
Ames wrote. "To assert that we have done
therwise and to seek additional money dami-ages based on that assertion is just plain
' wrong."
The·amended complaint, which has not
been approved by the court, seeks additional
. damages based on the retaliation claims.The ·
complaint says the alleged retaliation included the release of Simpson's videotaped testimony during a deposition, in which she
recounts - sometimes tearfully - her recollection of the 2001 party.
·
A Denver televis.i on station and ESPN had
filed requests for the tapes under the Colorado Open Records Act.
Ames said the school had to comply with
the law, and did not release the tapes after a
request by Simpson's attorneys.
The complaint also accused CU Regent
Paul Schauer of saying during a meeting
attended by local politicians Aug. 19 that
Simpson invited football players to her apartment the night of the party and answered the
door naked. Both statements are false, the
complaint says.
Details about the meeting or how Simpson
became aware of the alleged comments were
not disclQsed. Simpson's attorney, Baine Kerr,
said his office has independently confirmed
Schauer's co:rpments. He would not elaborate.
Schauer did not return phone messages left
at his home Tuesday evening.
Simpson filed her original lawsuit in late
2002, alleging the school fostered an environment in which women routinely suffered sexual harassment in violation of Title IX laws
regarding equal access to education.
Two other women have filed similar lawsuits, claiming they also were raped by football players or recruits who attended the party
at Simpson's apartment.
Depositions in Simpson's lawsuit sparked
several investigations into recruiting practices
at CU, but no criminal sexual assault charges
were ever filed,

Controversial 'Cane Leon Williams likely miss
games due to broken hand from FSU Saturday
Miami (No. 5 ESPN/USA Today; No. 4 A,P)
probably will be without starting middle linebacker Leon Williams for Saturday's game
against Louisiana Tech.
Williams, a 6-foot-4, 237-pound junior,
broke a bone in his right hand on the first play
of Friday night's win against Florida State. He
returned after trainers wrapped his hand, but ·
finished with just three tackles.
. X-rays later showed the broken bone. His
hand was in a cast Tuesday as he worked with
the second-team defense.
"We're concerned about it," Coach Larry
Coker said. "There will be no surgery. He'll
·
just have to get some healing time."
Redshirt freshman Jon Beason, who came
to Miami as a fullback, will start if Williams
can't play. Beason played just one down
against the Seminoles.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCFwomen's soccer is off to a S-1-1start as the Knights head into conference playagainst Florida Atlantictoday. Last season UCF defeated FAU 3-0 on penalty kicks after a 2-2tie in the A-Sun championship game;
.
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Women rolling into conference play.~~
Men's woes continue as
the·team is off to its
worse start since 2000
ASHLEYBURNS
Sports Editor

Forward Jen Montgomery continued to show why she is a proven•
offensive leader for UCF. women's
soccer as she was named Atlantic
Sun Conference "Offensive Player
of the Week."
A thre'e -time recipient of the
honor, Montgomery was responsible for the game-winning goals
against Air Force and South Florida
this past week. The junior has .t hree
goals in seven games this season.
The Knights' offense has scored 16
goals over UCF's four-game winning streak.
Junior goalkeeper Julie Snaman
joined Montgomery with an A-Sun
award of her own as she was named
the conference's "Defensive Player
of the Week."
The weekly nod was the first of
Snaman's career. Snaman has
recorded three shutouts in the
Knights' last four games, and.
allowed no goals while splitting
time with Beth Harless against
Tulane last week in UCF's 5-1 victory over the Green Wave.
UCF women's soccer stands at 51-1 overall heading into today's
grudge match with conference rival
Florida Atlantic. The A-Sun tournament championship rematch is set
to begin at 7 p.m. at the UCF Soccer
Complex.
,
While UCF is favored to win the
A-sun this season, FAU came in a
close second in the preseason conference polls, grabbing four firstplace votes out of 11.
UCF and FAU split the A-Sun
regular season title last season,
while the Knights walked · away
with the tournament championship
after tying FAU 2-2 in tl.ie championship game and outscoring the
Owls 3-0 in penalty kicks after two
scoreless double-overtime periods.

SOCCER SCHEDULE
Women's
Today
Sept.23
Sept.25
Sept. 30
Oct 2

Men's

,Tomorrow
Sunday
Sept.26
Oct. 1
Oct.3

·vs Florida Atlantic
··at Gardner-Webb
·at Campbell
·vs Lipscomb
·vs Belmont
vs Howard*
vs IPFW*
vs New Jersey Tee~
•at Stetson
•at Jacksonville

I

7p.m.
7p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
l p.m.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
JENMONTGOMERY & JULIE SNAMAN

..h

JuniorsJen Montgomery and JulieSnaman lead the UCF women'ssoccer teal}l.
and itsbalanced attack. Montgomery-was named Atlantic Sun"Offensive ~ r:::
Player of theWeek" whileSnaman earned thedefensive honor.

7:30p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.

·ua/ADIOAS KICKOFF CLASSIC II
·A·SUN CONFERENCE MATCH
(

Men's slide continues
Once again the UCF men's soccer team outshot its opponent and
once again the Knights' opponent
managed to overcome that fact
and steal a victory.
Butler University walked away
with a 2-1 win over UCF (0-3-1)
after Cory Edgington and Roberto
Gallo beat UCF keeper Ryan
Mclnto.s h for the Bulldogs' only
scores.
UCF forward Billy Judino
notched the Knights' only goal of
the game late in the second half on
a penalty kick. ·
The Knights managed 19 shots
in the game, more than twice the.
Bulldogs. Butler keeper Evan Reinhardt recordeP, eight saves while
allowing just the one goal to Judino.
Mcintosh, last year's A-Sun
"Defensive Player of the Year,"
only faced four shots on goal,
allowing two goals and saving two
shots.
The men are · still trying to
regain their winning ways from
last season and hope ·that tomorrow's matchup with Howard in the
UCF/Adidas Fall Kickoff 2 is the
answer.
The men's 0-3-1 start is the program's .worst since the 2000 season, when the Knights started 0-133 before finally getting their first
win of the season.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE
~.

Last year's Atlantic
Sun "Defensive _. _,
Player of the Yeaf"
Ryan Mcintosh is.off
to a shaky start this .
season as the ju,!'.li9J
has allowed mne :1 •
goals in the first to11r
games of the men'S
soccer season. The
Knights' 0-3-1 start
is their worst si~ce,;
the 2000 season. •ti"
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Colado's team still being affected;:
by nagging hurricane stampede
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Scouting Western Carolina

First time gues~ one per customer
Waterford Lakes location only

The Catamounts will travel
to their second Atlantic Sun
schooi in as many weekend,s.
WCU (3-5) snatched the
Campbell Volleyball Classic
with a 3-2 victory over the
host school. Outside hitter
Kellyn Thout posted a careerhigh 27 kills and scraped out
17 digs. Thout leads the Catamounts with 107 kills, including a Classic-high 61, last
weekend on her way to MVP.
Middle blocker Stefanie
Peters also picked up Classic
honors over the weekend,
posting two double-doubles.
Peters provided 17 kills in
wins over UNC Asheville and
Campbell, and smacked 46
kills for the Classic while
picking off 43 digs.
Like dcF, WCU has two
~

setters this season. Meghan
Boyle and Kate Willard have
split time without a drop-off,
posting 112 ' and lll assi$tS
respectively.
UCF is 2-0 all-time against
·western Ca,rolina, with the
· 1ast win coming during 'the
2000 season at the UCF ·Fall
Invitational. .

Scouting Georgia
UGA (7-2) comes to the
Dungeon with plenty of veteran
leadership,
much
improved from a 18-13 season
~ year ago. The Bulldogs are
sky high off an exciting comefrom-behind 3•2 victory at
Clemson Tuesday night.
The Dawgs had five players in double-digit . kills
against Clemson, led by middle
blocker
Alexandra
Oquendo. Sh~ _ripped 20 kills
to improve h~ season total to

lll. Oquendo was the SEC's
"Player of the Week." At .~pe
Georgia Invitational, Oquen.do popped 52 kills and rej~ed 12 shots to lead UGA to ~ 30 weekend. Her 30 blocks ¢.is
season rank third in the SEC:
Outside hitter Julia Pet uschke is right on Oquendb's
heels with 110 kills this season, while setter Margot Wallace fuels the Georgia atta¢lc
with 360 assists on this yoting
season. Both Petruschke ib.d
Wallace were named to tlie
Georgia Invitational all-tournament team. The 360 assi'st$
for Wallace are good enotigp
for fourth in the SEC.
,
UCF leads the all-time
series 6-3 with UGA, but ilie
Bulldogs won the last meeting 3-2 at the Ramsey Cent~r
in 2002. UCF and UGA have
met the last two spring s~a
sons.
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said. "I'm basically keeping the
~ eQmpetition there with them
l ).ifltil I decide what I want to do
~eading into conference play.
~d right now it's open again
, this week. I probably won't
•: announce the starter until Friday
~· 3$ far as who's going to play. But
"Steven Moffett went out, and had
~ ·decent journey against WISConf sin Again I open the competition
ttp, and the two younger players
w ~nt out doing a fair job against
· ~~st Vrrginia The decision ·
\)I0cess as far as them making
• decisions [on the field] is still not
f Where it needs to be:'
According to O'Leary, all three
; quarterbacks have an . equal
' opportunity to capture .t he startirfg role, but the former national
,. "Coach of the Year" remains
' steadfast that he will have a set
' starter in place for the remainder
of the season after this weekend's
' game.
The Knights are coming off
their sixth-consecutive loss, a 4520 defeat at the hands of No. 10
, West Vrrginia For the second
~ straight week, UCF surrendered
1 more than 230 rushing yards.
J ,_,r The Knights are facing a potenCOURTESY PENN STATE ATHLETICS
tially devastating ground game Penn State Coach Joe Paterno, in the brown jacket, is the fourth-winningest coach in NCAA history with 339 career Division I-A victories. Paterno currently trails John Gagliardi (414) and Bobby Bowden (342), the only active coaches above him.
this week, and they will have their
hands full with Penn State's dan- said of Robinson. "They utilize Boston College.
had the ·week before, which I fered an injury against West Vir- this season, O'Leary believes the
gerous all-purpose athletes.
him in a lot of positions. Right
The Knights saw a huge think is going to happen as the ginia
worst is about to pass.
Llons' running back Tony Hunt now he can beat you with his feet improvement in their offensive season goes on as the freshmen
Said O'Leary: '~tari Bigby is
"It's very difficult,'' O'Leary
only rushed for 41 yards against and hands. He has great athleti- line and rushing game last week and sophomores get more expe- out four to six weeks with a frac- said "I think you have to underBoston College last week, but he cism in the open field. and obvi- against West Virginia as Alex rience."
tured fibula, so he'll be in a boot stand that we have to do things
amassed 137 yards on eight carries ously he's a very talented athlete Haynes ran for 137 yards.
Penn State's passing attack is cast for a while, and hopefully we our way, and basically I'm more
against Akron two weeks ago. with a lot of experience. They
"I think the big thing is offen- led by Zack Mills. Mills tossed can get something done there. concerned about us getting better
Hunt's counterpart Austin Scott have a quarterback who has a lot sively, I thought we got better,'' four interceptions against Boston 'That's the fourth safety that than really what we're doing with
chipped in 116 yards on the ground of experience, and of course they O'Leary said. ''We still need to College last week, but might not we've lost in twp weeks. You the opponents. I think that's what
against Akron as the' Llons put up throw [Robinson] in at quarter- throw the ball on time and run have much to worry about with know, sometimes no changes is you have to do when you have a
352 rushing yards against the Zips. . back. He's another problem in more precise routes delivering the recent rash of injuries to the best change.''
young squad, and there are a lot
PSUs biggest threat is junior himself when he's at quarter- the ball at a quicker pace. I see UCFs secondary.
After the Knights faced Penn of decisions out there right now.
Michael Robinson, who has back."
progress being made there. I
Only three games into the sea- State in 2002, the Lions went on
"I do think that the schedule is
$eady played as quarterback,
Last week RobinSon ran the think individually Alex [Haynes] son, the Knights are already with- to finish with a 9-4 overall record what the schedule is, and you
lvii:ie receiver and running back ball four times for 35 yards and had a good game. The offensive out four safeties, including Peter Now PSU is coming off a terrible know I don't get concerned q.bout
~theLlons.
recorded five receptions for 54 line put hats on people, and sus- Sands and last year's All-MAC 3-9 2003 campaign.
·
that as much as steady improve"He's pretty good," O'Leary yards in Penn State's 21-7 loss to tained blocks better than they first-teamer Atari Bigby, who sufAs far as UCF's rough start ment each week."
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UCF VS. PENN STATE MATCH UP

the Mountaineers. The prob- games', surrendering~an averlem for UCF is through the air, age of39.5 points and 430 yards
as UCF is averaging just 153 per game, 232.5 of it on the
passing yards per contest. ground. West Virginia quarterO'Leary made it clear that his back Rasheed Marshall had a
three quarterbacks will com- field day against the Knights
pete throughout the week for last Saturday, going 14-of-18 for
JEFF SHARON
the starting gig at Happy Val-: 225 yards and four scores,
Staff Writer
ley, but whoever is under cen- while adding a rushing TD.
Happy Valley wasn't so ter will have to step up the Although PSU is the first
: happy for UCF. Two years ago, passing game for UCF to have unranked opponent UCF has
: iri its first trip to Penn State in . a chance.
seen this year, the task is no
~ school history, the Knights sufless challenging, as the
~ fered another close-but-ncrcigar Magic nl!mber: 2
Knights will be without senior
~ loss· to a ranked team, falling '2:7Alex Haynes is just a pair of safety and defensive leader
~ to the Nittany Lions before
touchdowns away from stand~ Atari Bigby for the next 4-6
more than 103,000 fans.
ing all alone in third place on weeks with a broken fibula.
·· 'Now, George O'Leary leads UCF's career-touchdown list.
hi~ boys and their 0-2 record
Magic number: 199.92
"h;lck to State College to face a
That's UCF's opponents'
rl."Ow-unranked Nittany Lions Penn State offense vs. UCF defense
passer rating in 2004, good
Yearn looking to restore glory to Advantage: Penn State
enough for 115th in the nation.
.tJ:ie program for their elderly
The Llons sports a dynamic . Ouch.
· ~~h, 73-year-old Joe Paterno.
duo under center, with senior
,,.. Let's break it down ...
Zack Mills and junior Michael UCF special teams
Robinson taking the snaps. vs. Penn State special teams
UCF offense vs. Penn State defense Together, they have completed Advantage: Penn State
Advantage: Penn State
54 percent of their passes for
UCF's field position ~ sufThe Nittany Lions gave up 404 yards and five touch- fered this season, thanks to
391 yards of total offense in downs. Mills is a preseas·o n superb special teams play by
their last game, a 21-7 setback Davey O'Brien candidate, and Wisconsin and West Virginia
at the hands of Boston Col- Paterno calls Robinson "the It won't get any easier for the ·
lege. The Eagles were able to most -talented player in the Knights, as · PSU's Robbie
move the ball with a balanced nation." The key to their suc: Gould has knocked 56 percent
attack, and they limited mis- cess has been the Penn State ofhis kickoffs into the end zone
takes on offense. Penn State's rushiiig attack, which has aver- for touchbacks, and has his
defense has been better-than- aged 212 yards per game, led by opponents starting on average
average in 2004,. limiting Tony Hunt and Austin Scott, from their own 17 yard line.
opponents to just 15.5 points who both ran for 100 y~ds in Punter Jeremy Kapinos has
per game, and giving up just the Lions' season ope ner dropped three of his five punts
more than 100 yards per game against MAC foe Akron. They this season inside the oppoon the ground.
will have to cut down on nents' 20 yard line, and has yet
UCF's offense was able to turnovers - they committed to have a punt returned
move the ball on the ground five against Boston College
UCF has had so much trouagainst a strong West Virginia last week.
ble on kick coverage this year
defense, as Alex Haynes
UCF's defense has been less that O'Leary is considering
rushed for 137 yards against than stellar in its first two using some of his starters on

special teams. PSU has been
average on kick and punt
returning this year, but if the
current trend continues, PSU
punt returner Calvin Lowry
could finally break out of his
shell, much the same way that
Adam ·~acman" Jones did for
·West Virginia

Magic number: 53
UCF punter and kicker
Matt Prater's first career field
goal attempt came in the first
quarter of UCF's last meeting
with Penn State. The thentrue freshman split the
uprights from 53 yards, and
that's still his career long.

games. This is the first time
that O'Leary and Paterno have
matched up as head coaches.
O'Leary was 0-7 as an assistant
against Paterno's Lions.

Penn St.

Record
last game

Magic number: 13-1.
That's Paterno's career
record against the MAC at Penn
State. All-time, PSU is 16-2
against MAC teams.

Intangibles
Advantage: Neither

BYTHE NUMBERS
Penn State vs. UCF

.

Next game
Streak

Offense
Rush/pass %
Yds/rush
RushYPG

~~~~~

UCF's confidence has visinmessacked
bly risen the past two weeks.
TotalYPG
Its performance against West
mrush/pass
Turnovers
Virginia was admirable, and
Points/gm.
O'Leary himself seemed
Defense
pleased with the effort, saying · . Yds/rush all.
Coaching
after the game that the team
RushYPGall.
Advantage: Neither
"improved in many areas." But_ Opp.comp.%
PassYPGall.
Penn States Joe Paterno again, the odds are stacked
Sacks
has been roaming the side- against the Knights. Penn State
TotalYPGall.
lipes for so long that he seems won the only meeting between
mrush/pass all.
Tumoversforced
permanent. H e ranks fourth · the two teams two years ago,
Points/Gm.allowed
all-time in Divi~ion I~A in and all-time UCF is 0-4 against
coaching career Wins, with
Big Ten opponents,
Special teams
Net avg/punt
record of 340-ll0-3 in 39 seaPenn State has the du;:tl
Avg/punt Ret
sons as coach. However, it has- advantage of a coach who has
Avg/kickoff ret
n't been so happy in Happy been on the sidelines since the
FG/att.
Valley of late for Joe Pa, who Lyndon Johnsoi:i administraMisc.
has suffered three of his four tion and a stadium that will be
Pen/gm-yds/gm
career losing seasons in the packed with upward of Turnover ratio
3rddown % ·
last four years. Saturday will 106,000 rabid Lion fans. PaterAvg.TOP
be Paterno's 454th game as a no is just two wins behind
Opp.avg.TOP
head coach.
FSU's Bobby Bowden at the .
By sharp contrast, Saturday top of the all-time win standwill be O'Leary's second game ings, but his squad is coming
as a college coach since 2001. off of a bad home loss against
However, even · in just one Boston College that saw the
game, UCF's effort on the field Nittany Lions blunder their
improved from the previous way to seven turnovers and a
week. Key for O'Leary and 21-7 defeat. They're looking
UCF will be getting out early for some payback, and they
- UCF has been outs.cored believe the Knights are prime
24-3 in the first quarter in two bait.

a

UCF

1-1
L21-7
vs. Boston Coll~e
@Wisconsin
L8of10

0-2
L45-20
vs.West Virginia
@Buffalo
L6straight

49%/51%
6.9
212.5
60.9%
223.5
2
436.0
4/4
5
27.5

62%/38%
2.7 .
111.0
53.1%
153.5
5
264.5
1/1
2
13.0

2.8
100.5
77.6%
211.0
3
311.5
1/3
4
15.5

4.9
232.5
60.5%
197.5
0
430.0
4/6
3
39.5

35.8
15.0
16.2
0/1

29.6
10.5
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OUR STANCE

U.N. must respond

quickly in Sudan
udan is a country' that has
been locked in political turmoil since its parliamentary inception in 1956. Since
then Sudan has been ruled by a
succession of unstable civilian
and military governments. The
country has been in a state of
civil war for many years, and
human rights abuses are widespread, yet there was still hope.
The U.N. and other international agencies were optimistically looking forward to an end
of fighting in the country's
southern region in 2003. But in
February of that year intense
fighting erupted again in the
Darfur region located in the
west. Civilians in the Darfur
region protested their government's discrimination against
their farming communities,
claiming that Arabs received
better treatment. The government then released military
forces to quash the rebellion.
Muslim militias, known as
the Janjaweed, have been
accused of committing widespread atrocities against the
black population. Secretary of
State Colin Powell joined
world leaders who have
labeled the conflict as "genocide" and not just random acts
of violence. Several international human rights groups
estimate that 15,000 to 30,000
civilians have died in Darfui:.
Thousands more have been

driven from their hpmes and
the nation. The demands are
fled to other regions in Sudan
for an end to military flights
over the Darfur region and to
and the neighboring nation of
Chad.
make it more accessible to
international aid.
The Janjaweed continue to
attack and burn undefended
Several countries on the
villages, murdering and raping
U.N. Security Council, including Russia and China, have
the inhabitants. They burn the
crops, making it impossible for stated they are against imposthe civilians to survive because ing sanctions, particularly on
most of the region is farmland.
oil, for they import much
Every official in the U.S.
Sudanese oil. People are dying,
government remembers the
yet economic issues still keep
Rwanda crisis from 10 years
change from taking place.
ago, and they can all surely
The whole purpose of the
agree that it·should never hapU.N. is to keep things like mass
pen again. One hundred days
genocide from happening yet
of fighting between two ethnic
with each day the U.N. doesn't
groups, the Hutu and the Tutsi, take action, more will die. If
everything went to .the U.S.'s
was the worst fighting that
country had ever experienced. · liking, the plan for sanctions
By playing the role of
would be passed by week's
bystander, the U.S. kept Ameri- end. But how many will be
dead by then?
·
can U.N. troops away from the
fighting and prevented a quick
It is understandable that the
U.N. dragged its feet on the ·
resolution. More than 937,000
people were killed, according
Iraq issue because there was
to the Rwandan government.
no immediate threat. There is
no excuse for the situation in
The rest of the outside world
did very little to prevent the
Sudan. The civilians are helpmass murders from taking
less and being murdered in
place.
enormous numbers while the
The American government
rest starve to death. And the
is taking action against the cur- U.N. still can't get aid through
rent Sudanese government by
to the region?
· The process needs to be
petitioning the U.N. to impose
sanctions on the country. Milisped up aJtd the countries willtary actions have not been
ing to help should be allowed
ruled out yet, as the Sudanese
to do so despite the economic
repercussions. How many have
government has oruy allowed
300 peacekeeping troops into
to die for the world to care?
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READER VIEWS
Bush is a terrorist

By the definition in this opipion ["U.S. war
on terror should be consistent," Sept. 9],
George Bush is a terrorist.
Using military might to force one's politi- ·
cal agenda (enriching corporate donors like
Halliburton, invading a nation to obtain their
resources, and putting a former Unocal
employee in charge in Afghanistan) constitutes committing a terrorist act.'Bush us~s the
fear of laser guided missil~s to push his agenda as well as our neighbors' and fellow Americans' lives. So by your definition, George
Bush is a terrorist. I agree with your defini- .
tion.
What I take issue with is the claim that
people fighting an invader in their homeland
- the only way they know how - are terrorists. It is all a matter of what perspective you
have.
For me, I relate better with the people who
want freedom and the right to self-govern.
Many people claim that these "terrorists"
should come out and fight our·soldiers. This
would be wholesale slaughter, as any intelligent person knows how technologically
advanced our military machine is. That they
targeted innocent civilians and such, that is
truly unfortunate and something I disagree
with.
However, to judge them by my own standards without knowing fully the conditions
they live in, their cultural differences, and
deeply understanding their religious beliefs
would demonstrate the utmost ignorance and
Eurocentrism, which is prevalent in this
nation.
If these Eurocentric people would step
back and look at the situation a little more
objectively, they might realize that if the Chinese showed up one day with guns and
bombed all of our infrastructure, killing Chinese occupiers by any ineans necessary may
seem like a fine ideas.
As for the Russians, we have a long hiStory
of not helping them. We haven't tried to help
them since their revolution, when we sent in

-ANTHONY LORENZO

Sept. 11: Three years later
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As I sat in my apartment this weekend, I . 1~
suddenly realized that the anniversary of our
nation's horrendous attack which took place"':. •'} "
ago only three years ago was upon us.
; , ..;r!
Three years since the live images on TV of
airplanes crashing into buildings, of fire, of -.. · .,;u
smoke, and of many jumping out of bqil~ ".J. ! ·1)
to their fate below. Three years since Ameri'- ..!-.G
can flags appeared in mass amounts on hous.r ~..,~
es, cars, and in the hands of children too
~ "'·~..,
young and innocent to comprehend what had. · • tl)
happened
• _~
I remember seeing pictures oflost loved~ :
ones all over the·news channels for days and"~ • • •)
. days after the attacks. Each person had a
· '" )
story, each person a family, and each person a , ~,
life, which was indeed wrongly snuffed out '. :....; 1 l
way too early. However, as the smoke cleared,• i 1 .:
and the thousands of volunteers began to pick-ur
up the ashes and debris, our great nation
came together.
We came together as Americans, cooperating and working together to help out othersiir
need While some like Osama bin Laden and'
other extremists thought that such atrocities
would drive a hole through the American
spirit, the reality was far different.
At that time, I was proud to call myself and
American and am still today. America has
done so much over the past three years in trying to make the world a safer place. In a world
where many boundaries are a thing of the
past, we must continue to fight terrorism
wherever it may be: New York, Israel, Iraq
and Russia
.
As we continue to do this, we will be
\ )

MAN ON THE STREET
WORD
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The Futureencourages' comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must indude
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send lettersto editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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thousands of troops to invade their nation ~' , .., , ~
(see the book Lies My Teacher Told Me for r _ ,,~
more infonnation) which started the suspi- , ..,. ·
dons of the Cold War. That's right, America "< r 1
started that by invading Russia
. '•:.~ c>
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budget. It's an unguarded, dirty
s a new season of political
entertairunent options could be
_banners, promises and
little secret that the Greeks
approved by a large part of the
accusations begins, it's
have received one of the largest campus before they weie comtime to reflect on the most
portions of the budget for the
mitted to headline Homecomimportant aspect of the candipast few years. The former SGA ing or other big events. Senadates: their platforms.
comptroller, Andrew Bledsoe,
tors need to know that they are
not the ultimate authority on
. Surprising, but students run- worked out that giving money
to fraternities and sororities is , the pulse of what's hip at UCF.
ning for positions in the Student Government Association
one of the best deals SGA can
If they regularly polled their
get, because the inoney is actuconstituents, as senators are
often make promises they can't
ally given tO a Greek goversupposed to do, the representakeep just to convince the apathetic student body to cast a
nance council, which then distives would have a better idea
tributes the money to
of what 'the students think. ,
vote.
Thirdly, senators need to~
Regardless of the absence of individual houses. Because the
caring individuals on campus,
council services so many peOmake a declaration that UCF
students running for an SGA
ple, it's considered a good deal.
needs a universal grading sysHowever, as one disgruntled tem and request that the FaculSenate seat need to seriously
student worked out during the
ty Senate adopt the same view.
consider what causes they are
going to champion. To guaranbudget hearings last year,
The plus/minus grading system
Greeks, while they typically
debate is getting tired. Whether
tee free.universal health care
the administration embraces
and more protests is not going
represent about 8 percent of
to fly, ·a nd realistic ideas need to people on campus, receive far
the plus/minus system for its
be set down. Though s·ome of
more than 10 percent of the
precision or the classic scale for
its simplicity, UCF needs a
these ideas are optimistic views budget.
of the Senate powers, the SenThat extra 2 percent may not common, universal system for
seem like ·a lot until the whole
ate is an extremely powerful
every class taught. To bounce
of the multi-million dollar
body that could have influence
back between classes where
over any aspect of campus if
budget is considered.
extra effort is rewarded and
Secondly, senators need to
the 50 senators could decide on
where Gordon Rule classes
one common view.
poll students more often about
could be passed without worry
is confusing and unfair to stuDistribution of funds is the
the funding of large and expen·
most prominent of the Senate's
sive activities. If the Senate had dents.
duties. Therefore, student sena- polled the student body Transcripts are inconsistent
tors ought to make specific
through Polaris or other means
when graduate schools and
guidelines for how money is
of mass communication employers receive some majors
. about the Wet 'n Wild event
given out at the university. In
with plus/minuses throughout
particular, biases and preferlast spring, it would· have
and some majors with only
ences need to be set aside in
accomplished both the goal of
straight letters. To increase the
order to fairly fund different
value of the degrees it awards,
letting students know about it
and found out if the all-day
UCF needs to make sure each
groups.
'this is most important durUCF-only party was a good way one of those degrees are worth
ing the annual preparation of
to spend money.
the same amount and were
Similarly, bands and other
the Activity and Service Fee
earned the same way.
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Senate candidates
need an agenda
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even the lamest music sound great"
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Smut worth exposure .
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looked down upon from the heavens above, and
those who lost their lives on Sept. ll, 2001 will
• kn,9~ that they di4 not die in vain.
I
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-
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NOAH SAPOSNIK

I

" What senators do

lAfter reading the "Man on the Street" com-

m~nts from the Sept. 13 issue [''What would be
" yo~ first task as an SGA Senator?"], I have

Cof.-e to the realization that the majority ofUCF
stu.dents do not really know what the SGA Senate does. I have been a senator for a year and a
• ha1::f and would really like to put everyone .on the
ri~t track.
1First, the Student Senate has no control over
• the grading scale. We can only make recommen~ions to the Faculty Senate and Administratiqn. We have no control over what UCF plans
to build (as in parking and automatic sidewalks)
' orihow classes are distributed. Our Student
Bqdy President, however, does sit on the Board
.ofrrrustees that deals with those sort of issues.
1 The SGA Senate mainly deals with funding
1-t for students. We fund organizations to go on
trips,:hold events, participate in competitions
and we give them money for office supplies.
The Senate alsO' has four seats on the Activity
~ and ~ervice Fee Committee, which pays for the
S~ent Union, the Recreation and Wellness
C~t~r, SGA and the Office of Student Involve)!.· me.tit to operate. It also is a committee that
reviews and appi;oves submitted budgets from
student' organizations.
If anyone has·any questions they can get in
"' contact with me and I would be happy to help
.them with their questions. I would also encourage everyone to come out to the Senate meet• ings E:>n Thursday nights starting at 7 p.m. in the
Key West Ballroom in the Student Union.
.
!};...
-JOSHUA WAGONER

I

·

It does not come as a total surprise that a
female would write this kind of letter ["Big mistake on campus,'' Readers Views, Sept. 13].
Don't confuse these words with the opinion
that I am sexist or opposed to women in any
way.
I do not see anything morally wrong with
UCF participating in the Big Man on Campus.
Do I think that it is mindless garbage? Yes. Does
that make it wrong? No. In case you haven't
noticed, UCF is pumping major b,ucks into creating awareness of the little-known, yet largely
enrolled institution. We are overpaying our
celebrity footpall coach, building a useless
party/frat/freshman pool by what's left of the
gym, and still have to park miles away from our
classes - if we can actually find classes to suit
our schedule.
The more awareness created of our school,
the more enrollment, which will create more
money. Hence, more parking garages, more
classes, and more classrooms. Regarding the
comments about the show probably being edited to be "juvenile, shallow, or over-sexed." is
there nothing better to represent most students
who go here anyway? Plus, would the kind of
person who watches the show really stop and
think "that school is really horrible with all the
drinking, sex, and hot girls and guys,J don't
think I want to go there."
The show is trying to appeal to students.
The school is trying to enroll more students.
More power to them.

Your Smile is Our Specialtyl

ORLANDO

$35 New

Patient Exam
& X-rats EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD

- NATHAN POEKERT

Assault rifle correction

'

As long as I was getting quoted, I figured I
should pick up a copy on the way to class and
read your story about the expiration of the
assault weapon ban.
I'm glad to say that Steve Sotloff's story was
SGA SENATOR, COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS well-written and avoided the usual emotional
·
rhetoric that normally has gone.ihto these types
of stories. He presented both sides fairly and
, In.Readers Views [Aug. 26], Luis Bravim
with professional detachment. I did want to
• claims that most Americans ::\Ctually ended up
make one correction. The "flash suppressor" on
paying more taxes after Bush's tax cuts.
most rifles is not designed to hide the location
My dad is an accountant and has done taxes
of the shooter. It is to keep the shooter from
professionally in the past. He ·paid $5,000 less ·
being blinded while firing in low light condi~ last ~ar in taxes than he would've before the tax , tions.
cut. No, he's not rich, he is middle class. I got
Anyone who has ever fired a gun in the dark
back:more money that I even paid in taxes
can tell you, no matter what the front of the
because of the increased Lifetime Learning
barrel looks like, there will be a significant
Crffi:lit.
amount of flame that can be seen for miles at
So Braviln, if you are going to make claims
night.
.·
.
·
that people are paying more taxes, back it up
Also, t never called it a flash suppressor in
withrsomething other than a general statement.
boot camp. It was called a "compensator" and
One glance at the tax code this year compared
meant to keep the muzzle down durin~ firing .
to rlew years ago shows that there were tax
and increase accuracy.
cuts from the top income bracket down to the
·
- JOSE A. FERRER
.,. botlinn. Keep in mind, we do have a tax system
FORMER SERGEANT, U.S. MARINE CORPS
tha'ILmakes you pay more as you make more.
CLERK, RIEG'S GUN SHOP AND RANGE

($125 Va ue)

WY{W.

Tax cuts do help

-CHRIS BUCKLEY

2881 South Bumby Ave.
(407) 89S-S433

12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.
(407) 382-6455
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BACK TO SCHOOL OFFER
$99 (a $200 value)
00150 · Oral Exam
00210 ·All necessary X-ray's
01:110 Cleaning (prophylaxis)
03961

. Bleaching

(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only. Exp. 9/30/04)
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Meet with faculty aod staff
representing UCF's more than
100 master's, doctoral, specialist,
and certificate programs
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p,m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
5

AD RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon.. issue
p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue
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(enkaf Jlotiba '1tturt Seminole Chronicle
UCF'.s award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

•Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

:
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• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com
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Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. •
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.

~

Serious Income Potential!
Great Pay, Flexible Hours,
Be Your Own Boss!
For more info call.:
1-866-525-0712 or go
On-line@ExcelNow.com/RTD
String Ensemble needed for wedding
in Day1o.n a on October 9, 2004.
Please call Amanda at 32~ -662-5283 j

EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000
MINIMUM COMPENSATION
Healthy, nonsmoking, attractive females.
21 - 30 years old. Must be heighVweight
proportionate.
Info is confidential
www.openarmsconsultants.com
9413773978
INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic
Break 2005 Travel Program. Represent
an American Express "Student Travel"
Company. Guaranteed Highest
Commission, Free Trips & Great for
Resume. Your pay equals your efforts.
AMERICAN STUDENT Vacations
1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

FEMALE BASSIST, DRUMMER, AND
SINGER WANTED
For all girl rock band. Covers & originals,
have rehearsal space & PA, Apopka
area. Call Deb (352) 383-1722 day or
evening.
Busy Warehouse work. Must be able to
lift 50 lbs. Need someone who can work
hard and pay attention to details. Must
be well spoken and can help customers.
Sat 10-5:30, Sun 12-5. Can work around
school on weekdays. Drug test and
background check. Call 407-896-7252

Exciting Job Opportunity
Looking for 2nd year or above college
student to fill Resident Assistant position.
Immediate opening. People person w/
clean driving record req. FREE ROOM &
BOARDI Apply in person@ 11850
University Blvd. (behind Burger King).
Ask for Matt.
HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

Help Wanted for all positions in pizzeria.
Restaurant in Goldenrod area. ·
Flex. schedule. Restaurant experience
needed. Great for Students!
Apply within 407-736-8001 .
Collector Position open in the KG!
Collection Dept. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 year Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours - 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 11
Fax# 407-275-0431 _

- $8.00/hour
- South Orlando Location
- Monday-Friday Schedule
- 2 pm - 7 pm or 6 pm to 10 pm

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per survey!
www.paldonlinesurveys.com.
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 15 min. from
UCF. Come in between 1O and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave
N. Call 407-628-8651.

1

HELP WANTED IMMEDIAT,E_l..Y, ''"
Student Can't Drive. Needs Ri~a J
Home to Sanford Tues-Thur at 4;:10 '
pm. Highways 417 & 427. Must b11
home by 5:30. $35/month. , -. (407) 416-0009.
'''. .

Compute~ knowledgeable people wifh
computer & Internet access to build &
sell web sites to small & medium sized
businesses using my tech support &
building them & closing the sales. Wdrk
your own hours. 1-800-884-7004.
- ~.. • 1 ..

Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407) 851-5997
KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee
Asian Indian Egg Donors Needed
Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation
For healthy, fit, nonsmoking females
between 21-29. Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 377 3978

REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP· Get your
real estate licerise and sales trainin$l while in school! Accel~rated licensfng
program available. For Info and Detail~
Call 24 hour recorded line at ' ' 1
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680 v . :y

~

Phone Sales
c..
Experienced, Money Motivatelf.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fr i: '"
$350 base + comm. Gas includEi(f. ~
Call Nick 407-467-4102. 'h

-0)

•

i/

<;

Psych/Soc Majors Gain Exp., · n,
Supervise Child Visitations. PT Weekend PM. Need Transportation.
Drive my car. $8/hr. Have Fun. Email
brief resume to brud@spanex.com.

The Student Ntwspaper Servmg U(f Since 1968

in E. Orlando has immediate
openings for part-time '
Receiva.ble Reps. for inbound/
outbound calls to discuss
d~linquent customer accts.

NOW HIRING

Horse Boarding Stable,
_ ...,
barn work to trade for board, lessori~.~
and show fees. Experienced applicants ·~
call Mikenda Farm, 407-568-8418.

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS
Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads ·while
assisting new and current clients.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Hourly plus commission.

3/2 with 2 car garage. 2 .propertiJs~
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
welcome. Call 407-948-8409.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~
3 bed/2 bath spacious home in •
Oviedo/Alafaya Woods.
~·
Call 407-443-0022
, ; ~.'

FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL:

• $9.47~$10.00 hr.
• Flexible schedules

Work for a Worldwide Company!
Kelly Services is hiring Shipping
Clerks for a shipping services provider.
Must be computer literate, able to
lift up to 70 lbs. & be able to make a
long-term commitment.

Seeking Child Caring Aid
Two positions available to assist with
communication, socialization, and
school work of two autistic children.
Contact 386-848-3415 for more info.

(entral !Jtoriba :future

AT&T Wireless

Stable Hand PT/FT. Horse experience
necessary. Duties include stall cleaning,
feeding, watering turn out, possible care
_grooming of show horses at barn or
shows. Flexible hours, good pay,
convenient location. Contact
Lindsay Alvarado 407-489-7657.

classifieds@UCFnews.com

.

... ' ~
UCFAREA
Lovely 3/2, W/ D connection, •
rent incl lawncare.
" •..•.,
$995/month
(321) 438-0960

s J00 sign on bonus!
•
•
•
•

• Paid traini·ng

flexible sd1edules
guaranteed salaries
paid training
weekly payiheclcs

You make your own schedule
day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp. is
necessary, we'll get you up and
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
Bilinguals a plus.

For immediate consideration visit
www.iplacement.com/attws

Call now and set up an
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF Area 407-673-9700

..
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Web Design and/or Programmer
Internship. ww.:v.CreditFN.com
Flex. Schedule. Project Based.
E mail Resume and/or Portfolio to
CreditFN@gmail.com.
Day Care Person· Needed in Oviedo to
watch 3 kids (9, 13, & 14). Great
opportunity to earn money whi le doing
your homework. Parents need a mature
individual who enjoys kids. Requires this
person to pick up the 9 YR . old boy from
school, spend the afternoon helping with
homework. Hrs: 2:30-7, 4 days a week.
1 :30-7, Wed. Contact Glenn or Shannon
@ 407-71 2-5973 or 407-748-0515
Winter Springs/Oviedo - Mothers
Helper/Nanny - 21 mo. old twins
(boy/girl). Avail. Mornings Mon-Fri.
Approx. 2Q hrs/wk. E-mail resume to:
twinmommy1120@yahoo.com.
ALGEBRA TUTOR
2 hrs/wk at my home near UCF.
Female preferred.
(407) 365-5283

UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom ho~
and apts. for rent. $595 to $12~Call 407-629-6330 or
-:www.ORLrent.com to view our
'\.
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Less than 1o mins. away from UCF
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util . for F to- •
share with females in 4/2 home. Cl~aQ, • ,
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no ,
pets please. Call 407-319-3751.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF io
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve. · • i
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/other students. $500/mo.
all util. incl. 954-816-3127.
'f

LOOK
2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + spllt
•
util. Call 407-619-5642

Volunteer For A Clinical Research Study To
Evaluate
lnvestigational Medicine

An

Participate in aClinical Research Study To Evaluate An
Investigation.al Vaccine Against A Common Virus

To Qualify:
·• 18 - 55 years ·o f age.
• Non Smokers
• Not taking any prescription
medicines
• Able to stay in researc.h dorm
for 3 days/2 nights on four
separate occasions and
return for 23 out patient visits
• Compensation up to $2,500.00
for time and travel

To qualify you must be 18-45
years of age and in general good
health.
\

Volunteers paid up to $550.00

'
Call (407) 240':'7878 M- F, 8 to 5 for more information.

www.OCfC.net
'.

Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. 0 ange Avenue- ,Orlando, FL 2809

Call today for more information: (407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
. 5055 South Orange Av.e. - Orlando-FL 32809
www.ocrc.net
.
™Pool Table TMHigh Speed Internet Access ™Satellite TV
™Cable TV in all room~ ™VCRs ™DVD players
k
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Crossword
•

•

...

•
•

2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2.5
house. $460/mo all included + internet &
cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

Master bedroom w/ private bathroom
Walk in closet. 2/2, top floor, furn apt.
Pool, jacuzzi, racquet ball, gym, gated
comm $338/mo.+1/2 util. 5 min from UCF
mattdeshpande@hotmail.com

Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. +
1/3 util. Community pool, flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420

1 room avail. in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259.

2 Rooms for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC, 20 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-366-3536

F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
1O mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205

Female student seeking 2 females to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $475/all util. included.
Contact 321-302-1528
Female stu~ent roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $400/mo + util. Move in
'
ASAP. NS & clean a MUST!
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600

~

- Need quiet, responsible roommate for
Must be a cat lover,prilt. room I priv. hall BA. $500/mo. + 1/2
·t.itif. Approx 6 mi. from UCF and SCC.
Ball Lori imrrt3diately at 407-977-4979
1 room available in 4 bedroom house.
$340/mo + 1/4 utilities. Located 1 mile
from campus. Responsible students
please call 407-366-0758.

I : I NEW LUXURY HOME
'"'"' In gated community w/ lake. Looking

,,.
•

- for clean, n/s, quiet, organized
professional. No drugs. No pets. 4/2,
- , $425/mo. (321) 287-3186.
F,joom avail. in 3/2 house on 1/2 acre.
f 2 min. from UCF. Chinese F preferred
fo share with other Chinese F. $380/mo.
Water and .electric incl. Please e-mail
Dr. John Haynes, jtiaynes@bus.ucf.edu.

Prof. Family seeking responsible, N/S
fem~l13. 4/2 home in Stoneybrook, on golf
~
course, cherry wood bedroom set, prvt.
~
bath, TV, cable, Internet. full comm.
amenitles. $525/mo, all included. 10
mins. from UCF. Contact 407-482-0114.

'°'"

1968 Ford Mustang, matching numbers,
All Original! engine rebuilt with 500
miles. Excellent condition. $6500 OBO .
Call 772-696-3054

!". - . - ·-A-Pi-"Av:A1i.'Now- ·-. - .'"?
I

$490/month Incl util
1 bdrm w/ private bathroom
Pegasus Landing w/ UCF Shuttle
Avail. Call (407) 421-1824

!

. 1'lt .,
$500 FREE CASH WHEN MOVE-IN
$495/month 1 out of 4 bedroom
apt. Private bathroom! Utilities .
included! Across from UCF. No
move-In fees. Call 407-687-3316
L--·-~ -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

OVER $1000 in FREE RENT!
. 1/1 in 4/4 available at Pegasus Landing,
completely furn & no move-in fees.
Call Lauren at 216-280-89g5 ore mail
laur1828@aol.com. Avail Now!

Sublease available now!
Village at Alaf~ya Club, 4/4, 1 room
available. $495/mo incl. all utilities. N/S
F needed. Gobbles055@aol.com
Room avail. Female 3/2 Home priv.
·bed/bath . N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walking VCC / 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com.
King Size Brarid New Simmons Beauty
Rest. Ultra Plush Pillow-Top. No Flip.
Mattress & Box. Retailed for $1800
Asking $700. Call Marc Anytime at
407-497-0164.

Planning Ahead?

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

January 1 - Move in
li'1oom for rent in 3/2 furnished home
. owned by student, 4 mi. from UCF,
Colonial & Lake Pickett. $325/mo. + 1/3
atffities, w/ free Internet. 6 mo. lease
" ·J.i.mior/Senior/Grad student only.
"
407-381-8275

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
.......wWW.BUYTVSNOW.CoM· ·······

11.. ,..

"

Natural Health Seminar on the
$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.
.

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

it2 !'louse in Oviedo.

312 HOME ACROSS FROM UCF
Female graduate or prof. Large
\'" f;,'Jaster BR. Washer/Dryer, DSL
Pri)late phone. Quiet, safe, clean.
- Rent Negotiable. Furnished
_.,
Call 407-971-6748
Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 112 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV In every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
utilities for just $500/mol Call James
at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

The Platinum Poker Club
www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: VK001 , Use your Promo
Code to receive a Limited nme Offer.
Offering tournaments and live games!

1995 Chrysler Cirrus LXI. Family car
since new. All options. Exe. cond. $2~00.
407-375-6378.

•

;,

Get Paid to Play!

Celtic Tapestries
-Perfect ForWalls, B~ds, Tables, Curtains, Etc.
Many Designs, Sizes, Colors, Avail
www.mithrasshield.com
BEDSlll
King, queen, full ; mattresses and box
springs, very good condition.
$1 25 king, $100 queen, $75 full.
· Contact 407-363-0553.
Maple-colored computer desk - $50
Executive black desk chair - $40
Floor-length Maple framed mirror - $20
Clear drawers - $1 O
Call Brad at 407-716-2225

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

Get a Better Job!
A Better Resilme will· make you
look marvelous to that employer
Ask about student discounts
Call 321-239-6162
www.abetterresume.info

Vital Importance of Microcirculation
Learn how to Look and Feel Better,
with More Energy and Vitality!
Speed muscle recovery, reduce joint
aches, enhance immunity and help
lose weight. Dr. Mike Constantine ND
(Also part-time e-cqmmerce income).
FREE Seminar and FREE Parking.
Date: Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004.
Time: 9:30 am - 11 :OO am.
Registration Begins at 9:00 am
Embassy Suites Hot~I Tampa
555 N. Westshore Blvd. at 1-275
Information call : 813-661-3829
Refreshments will be served.

UCf Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ..•
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Classes are M 8-10PM &·W 7-9PM in
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more info call
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
Open House, Wed 9/1 &
Wed 9/8@ 8PM

ACADEMIC TUTORING
0

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650
or e-mail drgreer@lbgtutor.org.
Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
Customize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits, Car Candy. We come to youl
Visa/MC accepted - Lou@ 407-461-9222
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 399-5910.

To the Gentlemen of Sigma Chi
Thank you for letting us use your
house for Recruitment . Good Luck
to you and to all the other UCF
Fraternities during Recruitment.
Love the Ladies of KKG
The Ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to congratulate all of
our new members! We are so excited
to have you in our chapter. Can't
wait to start the year with you!
To all UCF Fraternities:
We wish you
the best of luck
with recruitment!
From, the Ladies of Kappa Delta

ACROSS
1 Masseuse
employer
4 Actress Moore
8 Perfect society
14 Thai man
15 "Havana" star
Lena
16 Seattle pros
17 Etching process
19 Astonishes
20 Feminist Orbach
21 Dawn lawn layer
23 Movie industry,
casually
24 Swarm
25 Kind of
mushroom
27 Paper quantity
30 Want _
31 N .A. reindeer
33 Diamond stat
34 Long-time
companions
36 Got by
39 Pqradigms
40 Some football
plays
44 Exist
45 More whimsical
46 Ford fuel
49 Polanski film
51 Bear and Berra
52 Bathe
53 Unhappy
55 N.T. book
56 Cowboy's rope
57 Slurs over
60 Went over again
62 Doddering
63 Writer
Murdoch
64 Wrap up
65 Lansbury or
Bassett
66 Egyptian
cobras
67 Pig's digs

'
DOWN
1 Type of daisy
2 Provoked
3 Entertains .
4 Overplay the
TLC
5 New Haven
alum
6 Island south of
Luzon

O 2004 Tribune Me<:lltt S ervlee&, fnc .

All right• rnerved.

7 Temporary
B Made in the
9 Burial place
10 Studio sign
11 Italian eatery
12 Word before
bag or box
·13 Mooncalf
18.Objective
22 Karrie of the
LPGA
25 Stonework
26 Fletcher and
Lasser
28 Victim of Cain ·
29 Wide shot
31 Enciphered
32 Cow feature
34 Busy bug
35 _ Plaines, IL
36 Coll. entrance
exams
37 Subdivision
division
38 Salad topping
41 DeS1itute .
42 African nation
43 Wood fragments

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

mJ

~Gm

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
46
47
48
50

Jagged cuts
Agreement
Threadbare
_ Hawkins
Day
52 Used to be
54 Wooded valley

Please see solutions in next issue -

56 Young girl
57 NASA's ISS
partner
58 Berman or
Cariou
59 Red or Yellow
61 Groovy

Mon. 9/20 ·
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To the Gentleman of Delta Upsilon
We hope that you have a great ·
Recruitment and we can't wait
for an awesome Homecoming
Love the Ladies of KKG
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To the Gentlemen of Sigma Chi:
Best of luck with recruitment!
can't wait for Homecoming 2004!
Love, the Ladies of Kappa Delta •
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Searching for contestants for the
Collegiate Miss of Florida Pageant.
Win scholarships and more! To
enter, go to www.GalaQuest.com

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

Seeking Single
Central Florida Women
For Dating I Modeling Opportunities
http://www.imdateless.com

mWANTED
Old Cell Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m . Monday - Friday.
For more information call 407-823-4502.

Place your ad i n minutes ! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifleds @UCFnews.com

You owe it to yourself and
your family to attend one of our
Priority Selection Events.
You Must Secure A Priority Position
To Participate!
Westyn Bay, located near Lake Apopka in Ocoee,
.introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
Novem.her 13 & 14, 2004.-l'lt
From The $170's To Low $200's.
Savannah Landings is located in East Orlando and
offors townhomes with deluxe foatures, resort-style
amenities, and spacious floorplans. The Priority ·
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004."~
From The $160's To Mid $200's .
Savannah Pines, located just one-half mile east of
Savannah. Landings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
setting with a lushly landscaped pond. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004 .~
From The $140's To Low $200's.
Victoria Landings, located in East Orlando,
offers secure single-family homes in a beautiful
setting with great resort-style amenities and
a choice of five spacious floorplans.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled
for O ctober 30'& 31, 2004.1:<t
From The Low $200's To Low $300's .
Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter mile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury tpwnhome
condominium residences in a secure community with
resort-s1;yle amenities. The Priority Selection Event is
•
scheduled for O ctober 30 & 51, 2004.~t
From The $140's To Low $200's.

~-

@
t investor restrictions will apply.

All pricing and premium homesites are subject to change without notice.T hese prices

will increase after the first release to offset increasing labor and buiiding supply costs
for futu re building starts. This advertisement is oot an offer to rcsidentll of NJ. CT, HJ, I 0,
l L, OR, NY or any other jurisdiction where prohibited, unless the property has been' registe red
or exemptions are available. 0 All events subject to postpon ement and/or cancellation. Ma ke
travel arrangements at your own risk

'
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ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING
Inappropriate for All Ages

•T•

(G.:.Il;>

If you think you can get away with illegally swapping mQvies, ·you're wrong.
Illegally -trafficking in movies is not just a dirty little secret .between you and
your computer. You leave a trail. ·The message is simple: if you are.downloading
copyri"ghted movies without proper authorization, you are breaking the law. You .
face serious consequences if you illegally swap movies. The only way not to·get
caught is to stop.
Pursuant to the Copyright Act (17 .U.S.C. Section 504(c)), statutory damages
· can be as much as $30,000 per motion picture, and up to $150,000 per motion
picture if the infringement is willful.
© 2004 Motion Picture Association of America, Inc.

.....
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Sky ·Captain doesn't blow like
the original Hindenberg did.
·-PAGE 6

Molly flogs Orlando
after Warped Tour
-PAGE 2

Top 10 rock star~
we hate the most
-PAGE 4

Time for Big Man
to show diversity .

HAPPENINGS
We can't figure it
out either, but for
some reason the
guys and gals.of
Flogging Molly
-love to tour
Orlando.
Wednesday
marks the third
time they've hit
0-Town this year,
counting their
. stint on the
Warped Tour. This
is not likely to
prevent the rush
of half-crazed,
pirate-loving,
Guinness-swilling
concertgoers
from showing up
1 to down a pint.
and dance a jig.

-El)joy a night of .

punk rock and
pirate ·attire
..

'.

.

....

~

The best Irish drunk
punks since The Pogues ·
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

C

onibine punk musiC with a dose of
classic Irish sea shanty s9und and
you've. got a band called Flogging
Molly.
.
.
.
This gang of lovable drunken pirates
sings songs of sailing,
drinking, dancing and
all-around good times.
_Fresh out of the
· Warped Tour and with
their new album Within
a Mile . of Home just When: 7 p.m.
released, they've sail~~ Wednesday
back to Orlando for Where: House of
another show of drunk- Blues
en tomfoolery. It begins Price: $15 to
at 7 p.m. Wednesday at $
17.SO
the House of Blues.
Expect to dish out $15 to - - -- $17.50 for admission.
~oncertgoers can -expect to ·get a little
tipsy as the band does too, only adding to
the comedy as everyone tries to dance
their best -Irish jig· in the mosh pit. Of
course, since ~bunch of drunk Americans
trying to do a jig doesn't come out too well,
it ends up a gJ.orious extravaganza of jumping and stomping. ~
Hail.iilg from LA, Flogging Molly
formed in 1997 with an impressive seven
members who range in spe~ialty with guitars, fiddles, accordions, whistles~ banjos,
· violins and other crazy instruments you've_.
probably never heard of. Lead 'vocalist
Dave King, originally from Dublin, is a bit
older than the rest of the band, and it adds
a pleasant grittiness to his voice that gives

Flogging
Molly

COURTESY BURNING HEART RECORDS

Molly concert? Most folks are younger
credence to his tales of a life at sea.
His stage presence iS phenomenal, rii- · punk fans, but there's still more diversity ·
ing up the crowd, tipping back a cup of than one might expect: About a third are
whiskey and dancing along whenever he's dressed in makeshift pirate costµmes and
not at the microphone. Though younger, ~ the number steadily climbs thanks to the
the rest of the barid members possess gift shop of skull-and-crossbones-emblaample and varied mt1Sical talents to bring zoned memorabilia.
· Pirates have always held a special place
the fresh, fun-loving sounds to life.
What type of crowd goes to a Fl<:>gging on the sh~lf with ninjas and zombies as

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Jl/orida
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~cons of pop culture that jitst
.
make everythirig better. Thanks to these
lovable punk rogues, we know the rule
applies to music.too.
If you think you might dig a jig or two,
set a course for the House of Blues Wednesday, because this concert is totally
for you. Just don't forget to practice your
bes! ''Yarr" before shoving' off. ·
.

4, Sept. 16 -. - Sept. 22,. 2004

Behold! ':twenty pages! How's that .
. for mind-numbing content?.
Yeah, sure, there's an Associated
-Press-story about Britney Spears' bubblegum, but we're sure you'll chew
your way through it. Qµit fla,pping
your gums about it. This just proves
she's a gulll-guzzler.
Anyway, be sure to glance at page
15 for a new Real Life for Real - in
color!.Also.note the new feature

Future Funnies, where we rerun the
best of the worst 'in Future editorial
cartoons from years past.
Speaking of new, we've got another
new featur~ showcasing strange , .
clubs. If you want the dreamboat
known as Robbie Raborn to interview
you about your UCF club, e-ffiail
indie@UCFn~ws.com. .
- BRANDON HARDIN

..,,
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HAPPENINGS
CALEN~~R

. EVENTS

CAMPUS
Miss America
viewing party

Art Auction
Sept. 18, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., $35
Winter Park Farmer's Market
' 200 W. New England Ave.

Sept. 18, 7 p.m.
Student Union
Wackadoo's
407-823-6471

Of Montreal, The Late BP

Helium, Sugar Oaks
(indie)

Deroot, Sucker Punch, Ten
New Toes (rock)

4 Girlz in a Garage (rock)
Sept.18, 9 p.m., free
The.New Phoenix
7124-A Aloma Ave.
407-678-9070

Sept. 18, 7 p.m., $5
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Sept. 17, 8 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.

Voice redtal
Sept. 19, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., $10
(free with Student ID)
' Rehearsal Hall
407-823-2869

Saxophone recital
Sept.19,8 p.m. to 10 p.m., $10
(free with.Stude~t ID)
Rehearsal Hall
. 407-823-2869

Sept.19, noon to 2 a.m.: $6-$8 .
Downtown Orlando
Washington Street
407-841-2008

The Legendary JC's, Bughead
(rock)

Short Film Slam
Sept.19,5p.m.,$7
D.MAC
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

SHOWS
ASG, JeWop (hard rock)

Gallery Talk - Larry
Cooper
Sept. 20, 1 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.,
free
Visual Arts B.uilding
VAB 140a
407-823-3161

Gallery Talk - Jody Cutler
Sept.21, 1:30 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.,
free
Visual Arts Building
VAB 140A
407-823-316'1'

SGA Senate meet and
greet
Sept 22, noon to 2 p.m., free
Student Union
Room218B
407-823-1291

Sept.16,8p.m.,$5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Shams, The Evidents,
The Studdogs (rock)
Sept. 16, 8 p.m., admission TBA
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
40H98-5070

Unwed Sailor, Questions
in Dialect (indie)
Sept.16, 9 p.m., $7
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Milka (rock)
Sept.16, 7 p.m., $2
Hard Rock Live
_CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Ryan Burkhart draws
Sept. 22, 12:30 p.m. to 1:15
p.m.,free
Visual Arts Building
VAB 140A
407-823-3161

Gasworks, As You Wish
(rock)

Gallery Talk- Tom
Brewer
Sept. 22, 2 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.,
free
Visual Arts Build\~g
VAB 140A
407-823-3161

Sept. 16; 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Irrational, Mercy Falls
(rock)

Sept.19, 8 p.m., $5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Sept. 18, 8 p.m., $9
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mil!s. Ave.
407-898-5070

Sept.17, 7 p.m., free-$7
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando ·
407-351-5483

Detachment Kit (rock)
Sept.19,8p.m.,$7
Will's Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

John Waite (rock)
Sept.18,5 p.m., free
55West
55 w
.Church St.
407-541-4400

Neomortem; Equinox,
Impurity, Cystic
· Dysentery,.Etheric
· Plague, Catch Rag
(metal)
Sept._17, 9 p..m., $6

John Contos (eclectic)
Sept. 18, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048 .

The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
' 407-673-2712'

Kynda, Koonda Holaa
(rod<)
Sept.17, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

Sept.17, 9 p.m., $5
Hard Rock Vault
8437 lntemational Drive
407-599-7625

Audiophile (rock) ·
Sept.18, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.Pine5t.
407-999-2570

Sept.21, 7 p.m., $7
0-Zone CDs ·
1002W.Hwy436
407-862-1P02

The Perks, Jeff, llgengritz
(acoustic)
·

Sept. 17, 7 p.m., $6
0-Zone
1002 W. Hwy 436
407-862-1002 .

Sept. 18, 9 p.m., free
Austin Coffee and Film, 929 W. Fairbanks
Ave.
407-975-3364

Franchise, What's Yr
Damage (rock)
Sept.17, 9 p.m., free·
Austin Coffee and Film
929 W.Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Sept.25, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.;free
Maitland Art Center

Karaoke

Open Mic trmht
with Ramez

.OKEE ~

-live llanils·-

THE . BARBER_ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, &REGULAR HAl-RCUTS

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!,
M-R l 0-6 FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed.
f $1-~oo·
1·

407-681-.671 s

I

:.. _________
OFF

..

.Friday Night

·10Take-out
P,.m. - Close

---~3 cover---

Sunday Night

Blues Jam

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

---No cover---SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS

A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colo.nial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Soulfly, Ill Nino, Twisted
Methoo, Twelve Tribes (hard
rock) ,

Sept.22,8 p.m., $12
The Social
54 N. Oran_ge Ave.
407-246-1419

WEDNESDAYS

Sept.25, 10 p;m., $13-$15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

· Sept.18, 1. p.m. to 5 p.m., free
Daytona Beach Community College
1200 International Speedway Blvd.
386-506-3195

Sept. 23, 7 p.m., $28.75-$30
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando

1

Sept.17, 7 p.m:, $10-$15
Hypnotic
39W.PineSt.
407-435-4798

_Brand Nubian (hip-hop)

Hot Water Music, The Mercury
Program, StrikeForce Diablo
(rock)

THURSDAYS

Sept.17, 7 p.m., $60
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

The Highwaymen (artist
reception)

Sept.23, 6:30 p.m., $17 .50-$19 .50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583 .

ladies Night
2-4-1 wells, $1.50 drafts

·Ya-Ya, Madnes~
SoulWHAT, Escher,
Santiago Skillz (hip-hop)

231 W. Packwood Ave.
407-539-2181

Sept. 22, 7 p.m., $15-$17 .50
House ofBlues
·
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

.FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

Backstreet Boys, Boyz II
Men(pop)

ART

Florida CD & Record Show

UPCOMING

Flogging Molly, The Stre~t ·
· Dogs, The Briggs (punk) ·

. Sept. 18, 9 p.m., free
Ballard &Corum·
53S W. New England Ave.
407-539-1711

Fireflight, There for
Tomorrow (rock)

Sept. 20, 8 p.m., $5
The Social
54-N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Breather Resist,
Lickgoldensky, Coli.seum
(punk)

Unicomicopia, Syncopation
Celebration (indie)

Side Out (punk)

· Ateam of explorers embark on ajourney to aremote, tropical island. ·
They discover an array of very large animals, among them agiant-ape.
This ape becomes infatuated with one of the explorers - naturally the
blonde actress babe. logically, the team decides to bring the giant gorilla
back with them to New York City, of all places. The ape then goes on a
rampage because he can't have his blonde love. Who woyld dare miss a
plotline like this?
. Popcorn Flie,.l<s, in Winter Park, is proud to present this 1933 blackand-white film more commonly known as King Kong. If you're looking
for something to do for free at 8p.m. Thursday, Central Park at ~inter
Park is the place to be. Bring your friends, ablanket and apicnic basket.
As its 1930s promos said, this·movie is definitely"the strangest story
ever conceived by man" yet, still "the most awesome thriller of all time!"

Chris McCarty Band (rock)
~

TAVERN~/

.

POPCORN FLICKS - KING KONG

Limitpoint, Plane Jane
Automobile, RSO (rock)

407-898~5070

Downtown Street Jam

HIGHLIGHTS

Live (rock)

'

Florida authors' exhibit

-

Sept. 26, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., $3
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

George Clinton & Parliament
Funkadelic
Sept. 26, 6:30 p.m., $25-$27.50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Ben Kweller, Incubus
Sept. 29. 7:30 p.m., $32.50
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W. Amelia St.
407-849-2020

•

•.

'-

MUSIC
TOP25

Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25
for the week of Sept. 5-11

1. Soundtrack

Garden State

2.Bjork
Med"ulla

3.Co~land

·

Know Nothing Stays the Same

4. Senses Fail

let it Enfold You

S. Taking Back Sunday

Where You Want to Be

6. Papa Roach

Gettirfg Away With Murder

7. Saves the Day

Up~ and Downs: Early Recordings and
B-s1des
·

8. Various artists

Rock Against Bush 2

9.R.Kelly

Happy People/U Saved Me

1O. Head Automatica
Decadence

11.MaroonS

1.22.03 Acoustic

12. Frou Frou
Details

13.213

Hard Way

14. Marc Broussard

Carencro

1S. Snow Patrol
Final Straw

16. Matchbook
Romance/Mot10n City
Soundtrack
Split

17. Gavin DeGraw
Chariot-Stripped

18.Phoenix
Alphabetical

19. Less than JakeBis for B-sides

20. Funeral for a Friend

Casually D.ressed and in Deep
Conversation

21.Midtown

Forget What You Know

22.Keane

Hopes and Fears

23. Franz Ferdinand
Franz Ferdinand

24. Various artists

Future Soundtrack for America

25. Tift Merritt

Tambourine

rock stars

we hate

We love to hate these folk,
whether they sold out, bought in
or are just freakin' dolts.
arly this month, music crit- downloading
ic Mike Seely of St. Louis songs, like anyone is
alternative weekly, The going to steal his
Riveifront Tunes, compiled a list of trash. In 2000, Nickthe Top 20 Most Hated Rock Stars. - elback opehed for
The Tzmes printed the polemic, the equally abysmal
which boils over with indie cred, 3 Doors Down and
with this qualification for hatred: · was booed offstage.
"Have talent, use it for a substan- Even the Canadians
t:ia1 period of time, then intention- recognize this earally squander it for commercial sore. Check out
riches, fame and/or forced mass Chartattack.com
appeal."
for proo£ Actually,
Topping the list was Paul if you are into .
McCartney, andmunding out the Nickelback, why
top 20 were Santana, flillilly Buf- are you reading
fett, Ryan and Bryan Adams, Elton this? Don't you
John, Johnny Rzeznick, G.E. Smith, have a sixth
Omar Oberst and Chris Carrabba, grade dance to
Fred Durst, Bob Well; Glenn Frey get back to?
and Don Henley, Scott Stapp, R00
- JOE ANDERSON
Stewart, Phil Collins, Lenny
Kravitz, Steve Miller, John Cougar
2.AxlRose:
Mellencamp, Michael McDonald, Welcome to-the
Max Weinberg and Lars Ulrich.
jungle. We got
Only we at the in.die could find fun and games.
something wrong with an article Everyone has
we downright love, so here is our heard · those
own list of alternative despicable lyrics. · But the
rock stars. If you read the above man behind them
list and thought, ''How could they belongs in the Craftsleave off such-and-such?," read man section of Sears
below and you may be in luck.
(See also: tool) Axl had a
pretty good set of pipes on
L Chad Kroeger: The only him 15 years ago, but his
thing worse than sitting through inability to work with Slash,
the first Spider-man movie was f:4e epitome of chill, and the
being inundated over the airwaves rest of Guns-N-Roses has led
with Chad Kroeger's "Hero." him to his hated st;itus.
·There are several reasons to hate
- JOE ANDERSON
this man. He's vehemently against

E

3. Steve Harwell
(Smash Mouth):
Hey now, you're a
has-been! 15 minutes have hopefully
come and gone for
Steve Harwell.At the
height ofhis infamy, it
seemed impossible to
go three minutes without seeing a movie, tel- ·
evision show or
nature special use 'M
Star" in its soundtrack That_bleak period in rriovie soundtrack history was
obvipusly the result of
Harwell's pact with
Lucifer, because his
music - not good.
Embrace the hate for
Harwell because with1 out his example to fol\ low, tone-deaf singers
\ wouldn't be able to
dream of eventual
rock stardom
- DIANNA ZISMAN
. PLEASE SEE
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Don't be Naive: Listen to local.band Still Naive
They may have their
major label, but Still
Naive still rockS Orlando

"We .have decided to leave Maverick and distributing it can seem like a difficult
explore other options. We just felt that it task. ·
"We found enough · outlets," said
was·time to move .on." When Still Nfilve
was first signed with Maverick Records Peters. "But doing this on our·OWn will be
in 2002, the label put the band on the hard enough. The Internet is a large marroad, and Still Nfilve was happy with the keting outlet for us, especially for those
way things were going.· But when they outside of Florida. The rest of the world
SHARON PARE
Staff Writer
got off the ·road, the· record .company will ·be buying our record online.
basic.ally shelved the group,· and Still Http://mysp·ace.com gets two million
pening for bands such as Social- Nfilve ended up just sitting around wait- . hits a day. It's like a Friendst~ meets
burn! Sevenqust, Taproot, Trvst ing for the next gig. So Still Nfilve decid- Napster. There are millions of people on
· .
·Company and Tantric, Still Nfilve ed to leave the record company, which that network and we are getting advertis(formerly known as NaYve), has. been "gradously J~t us go," said Peters.
ing on their homepage," said Peters.
rocking .the stages locally in Orlando,
"They turned a beautiful thing ugly
Many radio stations locally and
statewide in Florida and nationwide and we dealt with it first hartd," he added. nationally, mostly of the Clear Channel
across the United States.
"The record company was more interest- persuasion, are also continuing to proThe five-member group, for.med in ed in the almighty dollar!'
mote the band and its debut release of
Orlando, has played at the House of
Back in mid-2003 when the band was the album.
·•
Blues, Hard Rock Live, The Social, Will's still known as Nfilve, it decided to change
"Buckethead (Real Rock 101.1 WJRE..)
Pub, Axis' Florida Music Festival and ' the name due to legal reasons. .
is a big fan," Peters said. "We have a great
local UCF _favorite The Liquid Cellar.
"This was bas~cally out of our ~on- rapport with him. Although it's·hard getThe young band consists of Christian ' trol," said the band in it_s online journal. ting our music on the air~ because the
Wilson (vocals/songwriting), Syrus "'Both us and our 1abel wanted to keep· program directors are the ones who say Peters (drums), Ryan Pain (guitar), Brett NaYve somewhere in ow name, so we what to play."
.
·Berdoll (bass) and Rob Dehaven (guitar). came up with Still Nfilve. Nfilye.is a state- , · , Unfortunately, promoting on the radioStill NaYve used to be on Maverick ment, and no matter how old or young can get fairly costly. Still Nfilve is streetRecords (Deftones, Tantric, Story of the you are, you can go to a place in your . teaming a.Ild handing out promotions at
Year) but decided to leave· the record mind where yo-µ are 'Still Nfilve."' ·
shows, and Axis Magazine and the Orlancompany. .
Putting the new record (Shelf Life, do Sentinel are also aiding in coritributing
According to the band's tour journal, released Tuesday) out on their own and to their advertising.

0

"The hardest thing is letting people
know that [Shelf Life is] there," Peters
said. "Basically, trying to get in peoples'
heads and know it's out. We are pretty
confident that our live show sells itself.
But we want to stay on the road and ·stay
busy to sell our CDs."
The band's music is one-of-a-kind.
From the rock ballads to the powerful
sounds Still Nfilve puts forth, it can keep
the audience.going with their distinctive
style. Some even say that the lead can
sound on the verge of drunken stupor,
but continues to captivate fans. Some
audience favorites are "Simple Minded,"
"Supernatural," "Pick up Stic~s," and
"Too Late." ·
"['Too Late'] is the obvious sirigle," .
Peters said. "It was one of the newer
songs we were working on that Mudrock
( Godsmack, Powerman 5QOO) pro- .
duced."
·
Still Nfilve's debut album Shelf Life hit
stores Tuesday. Visit http://www.stillnaive.com for more information on the
CD and the qand. Catc;h the group's
opening performance for Everclear at the
House of Blues. Need more? Still Nfilve
will be ·performing at the Surf Expo Fest
Sunday and at The Social on Oct. 9.

Chew me baby one more'time...then sell me
auction.
,Apparently, eBay is selling. niesAthe
seller from London who is asking $53
other sticky stuff found in for a piece ofgum obtained at Spears' 2000
Wembley Arena concert, declares: "I have
Britney Spears' mouth
· had this item for over three years and am
only listing it because of the Current interin Ms. Spears' habit for discarding
est
JAKE COYLE
gum!" .
Associated Press ·
Brian Johnson, 25, of Mississauga,
ritney Spears' fans don't think the. Ontario, had a posting asking for $1,000,
, pop star's chewed gum is "Toxic" claiming: ''You could take a DNA test to
- they're buying wads of it on prove this is the real deal." Though he has
eBay.
since taken down the ad, Johnson told The
There are more than two dozen auc- · Associated Press in a recent e-mail that he
tions of used chewing gum on eBay, each obtained the gum while working backclaiming their product has been spit out by stage at a Toronto concert in April.
the 22-year-old singer. Prices go as high as''While I was holding the camera, I saw
$14,000, but most are for significantly less. her spit it out," Johnson said. "I thought ir
. Though there is no way to verify the woul,d be funny to bring. the gbm home
authenticity qf the various wads, many and show some of my friends. They got a
postings iI).clude photos of a small piece of big l~ugh out of it."
chewed gum, a copy of a ticket stub from
Why would someone pay money for a
the place of.finding and a personal story of piece of used . gum? Psychologist Joyce
procurement.
_
Brothers is reminded of the pr.ices that
One posting claiming to be the origina- people paid for the clothes and possestor of the craze says the gum for sale was sions of President John F. Kennedy and
spat out in anger by Spears outside her Los actress Katharine Hepburn.Angeles home in early August. A picture
"People want a piece of someone they
. of the gum, now~going for $26, accqmpa- like and admire,"· Brothers told the AP

·B

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Spears' chewing gum is going for hefty sums on on eBay.
Generally, prices range from $5 to $100.

1

Wednesday. "It's like obtaining somebody's halo."
But buyer beware! Some of the auctions
are fake. One seller offers a piece of Spears'
gum from the 2004 MTV Video Music
Awards that "still has her teeth marks in it."
Spears didn't attend the event.
The bidding is also often fake. The gum
now priced at $14,000 was driven up by

one person who bid against hirriself. Winning bids are mostly closer to $5 to $100.
Chris D0nlay, a publicist for eBay, says
the veracity of the gum claims isn't the
business of the Web site. '~s long as it •·
doesn't violate our policies, then it's really
between the buyer and the seller."
Whether true or not, more than a few
eBayers find the whole thing laughable. .
One fan offers not Britney's gum, but her
own. The auctioh - ·for 1 cent - reads:
-:.'Why waste your money on one of those
other super expensive gum auctions when
you can get this one here for a .steal?"
Another offers photos of Spears along
with a peach bitten by the seller, .who
advises, '~d remember, please don't spit
your gum out. Use a bin or stick it behind
your ear."
· Still, _gum isn't the only Spears' garbage
being sold. Also up for auction are a tissue
and cigarette butts, making the singer look
like quite a litterbug. An allegedly used
bathalltow~l ~d bar ?,f soapal,whibch. the seller c s pnce1ess, are so emg auctioned.
·
.
And the trend app~ars to be spreadirig. There is already a posting selling the gum
of.another celebrity chewer: Eminem.

ii
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MUSIC
we·lmow, we left Danzig off the list -. we're afraid he would beat us up
FROM

i4

4. Pete ToW11shend: .How ·the once
J11.ighty have fallen. The Who rocked.
Townshend, a ·driving force of the band,
had a lifetime of goodWill from fans. What
did he do with that good will? He squan- .
dered it on "research" involving_... let's just
say -it rhymes with "giddy com." What's
worse is that, through all of it, Townsend
remains as pompous as ever. Arrogance is
fine when you're churning out 'Won't Get ·
Fooled Again," but once you've turned
.into Mr. McFeely, it's time to let some air
out of that big head of yours.
·

expect to get away With it. Between hini
and Fred Durst, they made the late '90s
and early 2000s a bad time· to be a music
lover. At least he· got to date Pamela
Anderson. ·
- RICKY SURILLO

collaboration with Santana, every middle- · lo~der until all you;~ thoughts are conaged houseWife loves this guy. Everyone sumed with , how, t(µctly, heartache can.
else on the planet knows ·better. With -possibly hang from a: four-post bed;but
every subsequent project we are .force- · does it really matter because it's just a stufed, he sounds increasingly like a shovel pid song, and it's time for dinner so why
-are you still singing it?! A plague, Mark
being scraped against pavement.
- JOE ANDERSON McGrath, on your house(s). ,

- DIANNA ZISMAN
6. Mike Loye: For winning a bigmoney settlement against Brian Wilson
8. Bon ScoU: Every ACID<; song is the
for "uncredited songwriting royalties." For · same. It is virtually impossible to discern ;. 10. Benji and Joel Madden ' (Good
hirnirig The Beach Boys into a lame nov- · -one AC/DC song from another. Not just Charlotte): Since- they're brothers, they
elty act. For subjecting the public to the from the intro, but from the entire track can be counted as one. The brothers Madtorture that was Looking Back With LOve. . Aild the man behind ·all of the trash den are responsible for those great hits as
For leeching· off others -' with far more AC/DC produced up until 1980 was Bo~ "Ramblin' Man" and "Midnight Rider." No
talent than.he - . for 40 years·.. FOr count- _Scott, lead singer. For those about to rock, wait, that's The Allman Brothers. Who are
·
Benji and Joel? Oh yeah, 'they suck They
- DIANNA ZISMAN less instances of smug, pompous behavior. stay a~ay from ,the Australian.
- For having an iricredibly lame name. For
- JOE ANDERSON are to blame for making punk look trendy
and for just an overall d~terioration of
5. Kid Rock: He's a little bit rap, he's a all that and so much more, the indie hates
·
music,
with insipid lyrics and guitar riffs
little bit rock 'n' roll, he's a little bit ... coun- Mike Love.
9. MarlcMcGrath: Anyone who's ever
try? Yes, Kid Rock has tried many different
- DIANNA ZISMAN wokeri up with "Every Mornillg" in their · tha,t just sound like everybody else's. They
styles (and done horribly at all of tjiem),
head knows that once the song worms its are without a doubt the worst punk, or
·but you can't taint the rock music pool
7. Rob Thomas: Who doesn't hate this way into your head, it stays there. On pop-punk, band out there.
with the horri~le hybrid Of rap/rock and Florida native? From Matchbo~ 20 to that never-ending repeat, growing constantly
- Rl(KY SURILLO
.-"

CD REVIEWS

SATURDAY LOOKS
GOOD TOME

· Every Night

Genre: indie pop

Label: Polyvinyl
Release date: Sept.14
Do you think music sounded better in the 1960s?.Are you upset that
nobody makes new '60s music anymore?
Well, then we've got a baod for
you! Enter Saturday Looks Good to Me,
acollection of Michigan indie rock
stars, fronted by Fred Thomas, formed
· to create old-school melodies of sand,
surf and summer.
ComparisollSto The Beach Boys
run rampant as SLGTM create al)

ample supply of soft harmonies reminiscent of PetSounds. However, ttiis
band differs in that about half of the
songs have female vocalists. It might ·
be accurate to say that if the Beach
Boys were Beach Girls, they'd probably ·.
sound like this.
Still,.that's not to discount the
male leads either, who more than
keep up their side of the sound for a
delicate balance that keeps the bands .
works as varied as the musicians who
made them. Fans of Belle &Sebastian
a·nd All Girl Summer Fun Band should
also definite~ give them.atry.
Every Night continues right where
2003's All Your SummerSongs left qff
and does so quite swimming~.Full of
dreamy, wistful, relaxing tunes', it's perfect"chill" music for relaxing or study.
"Since You Stole My Heart'' opens
the piece with aslow, folky song of ._
summer imagery by a.girl in love, set- .ting atone revisited later in ''We c.an't .
Work it Out."Things get a mor~ lo-fi ·
girl-pop sound witntracks like "Until
the World Stops Spinning,""Lift Me
Up" and"All Over Town.""Keep
Walking'' is the first song with a male

lead, and it switches to a more
upbeat rock-ish sound, but one that
still maintains the tone and pace of
the ·album as awhole. Many of the
"guy" tracks are wistful too, like "IfYou·
Ask'' and ''When You Get to New
York."
,
1}le album's highlight 'omes in
the fifth track,'1he Girl's Distracted,"
the only song that really acts as a
duet between the bands masculine .
and feminine assets.The two alternate for a bit before singing some
parts together, intertwined with
underu~d retro keyboard effects .
reminiscent of a less spastic Mates of
State. Hopefully it will catch" on and
lead to more duet pieces.This scant
one on the album shows a lot of .
potential.
Saturday Looks Good to Me is,
fun, peaceful band for fans of'60s
pop, indie retro, and indie folk. Ifthat
describes you, definitely pick up Every
Night, available now, and enjoy a
pleasant break from the faster, louder,
harder music of today.

. BJORK
· Medulla
. Genre: alternative rock

Label: Elektra
Release .~ate: August 31

We can safely say that Bjork has
got it made.
I'm sHre she had to struggle for a .
while, trying to get recognition for her .
talents back as a lowly sugar cube in
the iced tea of Icelandic pop. But upon
the_heels of her fifth Studio album,
Medulla-:- which boasts no instrumental accompaniment - Bjork's ·
bare minimum now has the ability to
make her fans shiver. ·
And minimaliSt,Medulla is. ·
But this no-frills, fussless and mussless amalgamation of raw sound and
untempered energy increases its ,
appeal in not trying·so hard.
For instance, songs like "Desired
Constellation"-somewhat resemble a
quiet poetry reading, evocative and
bored from a quiet h·um."Mouth's
Cradle" and"Pleasure Is All Mine" also
·capitalize on an echoey Icelandic choir,·
while "Mivikudags" and "Vokuro" are.

soft, pleasant and altogether likened to
somber and pristine Sigur Ros ballads.
Pieces like "Where Is The Line?~
"Who Is It" and"Triumph of a Heart'' are .
pappier and more resounding, ~nd ·
·include be~tboxing so focused, the
question that arises may be:"What
came first, the mu~ic or the industry?"
That commercialization theme is
further explored with songs like "Oii
Birtan" (a peppery collection of whines,
whirrs, whistles, chirps and lovesick,
echoey moans),"~ubmarine" (perfectly
porous ·monk-like hums via Gregorian
chant) and the mournful and respiratory"Ancestors," a phlegmy grumble that
almost rapes the sound of a soft piano
and heavyhearted hymnal. _
Quite simply; Bjork can make good
music, even when there i~ no.music.So
it must be good to be Bjork.
-GENO MEHALIK

_:_CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
/

•
•
•
•

Have you ever listened to a CD
and really wanted to like it, but no
matter how hard you pulled for it, it
just never worked out? Well, if you
buy the latest from Giant Sand, you
will.
Opening trac~"Classico'' starts
out well enough with a laid-back,
spaghetti western feel, but right in ·
GIANT SAND the middle of the chorus, Gelb
Is All Over the Map , scratches his-nails over the chalkGenre: alt-countiy board with SOJ11e very out of place·
. distortion."Cracklin Water" is not

Label: Thrill Junkie

. Releasedate:Sept 14

bad, but fortunately, it doesn't fit
with the album because it's the only
track worth listening to.
Overall, the album is less than .
stellar, even for alt/cQuntry standards.The lyrics are off the wall and
don't even pretend to make sense,
while the music is over the top and
doesn't match the lyrics. Stay away
from this one and save yourself 13
bucks and atrip to CD Warehouse.
- JOE ANDERSON

GUITARS • AMPS • PRO AUDIO
DIGITAL KEYBOARDS • DRUMS
PERCUSSION • MUSIC SOFTWARE
BRASS & WOODWINDS • DJ GEAR
. SHEET MUSIC & MORE!
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MPAA-friendly CGI movie
surprisingly not SO;L

George tucas's
S.tar Wars redux
Also, Criterion releases
five films from indie idol
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

StarWats
So it's finally come: Star Wars is available on
DVD. But this isn't your father's Star Wars; this
is George Lucas' umpteenth revision of his classic films. This time you'll get to see Greedo
shoot first (again), and in a surprise cameo Hayden Christienson now plays the ghost of Darth
Vader.
One thing Lucas does that no other filmmaker can really take credit for is the fact that
he makes no apologies for releasing only this
new version
In his mind the version that made him rich
cµid famous no longer exists. This four-disc set
also includes a feature-length documentary that
surely includes some more revisionist history.

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for
Sept. 10-12. All dollar figures in millions.
RANK· FILM• WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS INRELEASE •

1. Resident Evil: Apoca~ $23.0
$23.0 ·One week· 3,284
2.Cellular-$10.1
$10.1 •0neweek-2,749
3.Without a Paddle- $4.S
$45.5 ·Four weeks· 2,754
4.Hero-$4A
$41.7 •Three weeks· 2,175
s!The Prioo!ss Diaries 2: Royal Engagement- $2.9
$89.3 • Five weeks· 2,452
·
6.Anacondas:The Hunt for the Blood Ordiid- $2.8
$27 .6 ·Three weeks •2,544
7. Paparazzi.- $2.8
$12.0·Two weeks· 2,153
8. Collateral- $2.7
$92.7 ·Six weeks· 2,024
9. Vanity Fair- $2.6
$11.1 ·Twoweek-1,054
10. Napoleon Dynamite-- $2.S
$30.3'14 weeks· 921
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 Universal Blvd.,407-354-3374

- Anaconda's: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid
{PG-13)
1:255:5510:4012:50a

The Boume Supremacy {PG-13)
12:30 4:55 9:20 11 :40

Cellular {PG-13)
12:40 2:55 5:10 7:309:4512:00a

Collateral {R)
1:504:206:5~-9:3512:15a

The Cookout {PG-13)
12:30 2:30 4:35 6:408:4010:4512:50a

Exorcist: The Beginning {R)
2:458:05

Hero {PG-13)
1:20 3:355:508:1010:3012:45a

I, Robot {PG-13)
3:308:15

The Manchurian Candidate {R)
12:105:2010:50 '

Mr. 3000 {PG-13)
12:051:05 2:30 3:40 5:00 6:10 7:258:3510:0010:55
12:25a

Napoleon Dynamit~ {PG)
12:35 2:404:456:559:0011:00
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i13

Mean Girls

COURTESY PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Giant robots rip apart New York City in the opening scene of Sky Captain and the World ofTomorrow.

~ky Captain

is light on
realism, but heavy on a
fresh, entertaining story
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

W

eleme~t of family with a hip indie rock score
beating behind him. What Sky Captain does
have is Edward Shearmur's music, hauntingly reminiscent ofJohn Williams. It is boisterous and bloated and does a fine job of ~ou
pling the epic images throughout the film.
Sky .Captain takes place iii 1939, an imp6rtant year for the cinema, aqd I don't think it's
a coincidence that Conrad sets his film in this
year of years. It was the year of Gone Wzth

ith Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow; writer-director Kerry the Wmd, Wuthering Heights, Mr. Smith Goes
Conrad has created a CGI world to Washington and The Wzzard Of Oz. The
more believable then either of the latest Star Wzzard ofOz is even featured in Sky Captain
.
Wars movies. Though this film was shot in Radio City.
almost entirely against a computer-generatJude Law and Angelina Jolie (who has lited background, the players seem to have had · tle more then an extended cameo) do a fme
adequate direction in terms of what they job of creating believable characters in a
might be looking at, unlike those Lucas totally artificial environment GWyneth Palmovies.
trow is a little less ann_pying than usual, but
It's as .if Conrad has cradled together the occasionally seems bored Giovanni Ribis~
films of Steven Spielberg and George Lucas an actor one might think would never set
and pumped life into them, creating the foot in ftlm like this, does a good job being
· hyper-real environment of the serials of the Sky Captain's lap dog.
time.
Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow
The story starts right away with giant opens one's eyes to the possibilities of com- .
robots crushing New York City. Apparently a puter generated backgrounds when utilized
bunch of scientists are being gathered and . by filmmakers ·with more on their minds
brought to a se<;ret place. Of course, the only then cool-looking images. Sky Captain
things that can take down giant robots are a reminds the viewer that story will always be
guy in a small pre-World War 2 plane and a king, and while images can change or heightjournalist Granted, realism might not be one en emotions, if the viewer doesn't care and
of the films strength's, but if the filmmakers sympathize with the plights of the characwanted to make Garden State they would ters, then all they're really viewing is pretty
have had Jude Law philosophizing on the scenery.

One of the better studio releases of the year
and by far t:Qe best movie Lindsay Lohan has
made yet, Mean Girls is smart and funny, sharp
as a tack. The ftlm is a cousin of Heathers and
directed by Mark Waters, brother of Heathers
screenwriter Daniel Not only are Waters and
Lohan sharp in this film, but also Tma Fey (who
wrote the script and has a supporting role) has
written herselfa tiCket to a firm future in feature
films. This ftlm also fills the void of a good TIIll
Meadows moVie.

Jphn CBSStiveteS: Fwe Rims
From the Criterion Collection comes five
films by John Cassavetes. Included in the set are
his debut film Shadows, Opening Nzght, The
Killing ofa Chinese Bookie, Faces andA Woman
Under the Injl.uen.ce. The set also feature~ interviews with cast and crew of the films and an
alternate version of The Killing of a Chinese

Bookie.
What's not included in this set is any input
from Cassavetes biographer Ray Camey. Carney and Cassavetes' widow Gena Rowlands
had a falling out earlier this year over a found
version of Shadows that Rowlands denies
· exists. All mention of Camey's work with Cassavetes has been removed from A Constant
Forge, the feature-length documentary included
in this box set

Coffee. and Ogarettes
fIIll Jannusch directs a series of vignettes all
involving the aforementioned coffee and cigarettes. Minimalist direction, a parade of amazing performers and crisp black-and-white pho- ·
tography all capsillate this indie masterpiece.
Shot over more than a decade, the vignettes
run from the simplistic to the surreal The stars
range from Roberto Benigni to Bill Murray to
Joie Lee. While each segment holds its own,
Jarmusch has created something spanning a
progression of an artist by putting them together, and it is something to behold

sm
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Car shopping: Not a
reel experience
BRETT- RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

efore this p~t summer, I was of the opinion
that only the rich and the children of the rich
could drive new cars. This is, of course, until
I was introduced to the idea ofleasing.
. I had seen an ad online that showed a Toyota
Corolla available to lease for $169 a month. I
dreamed of the moment I would walk into the show
room, look at a car and say "Hmm, yes, perhaps I
could buy this today," and just then I would look up.
Over my shoulder would be a person wearing a
smile, introducing me to my new ride. First they
wollid seduce me, showing off the goods of the car,
maybe letting me give it a spin off the lot just to give
me a little warm-up. But maybe that's just what happens 'in the movies.
Walking into the Courtesy Toyota dealership on
the comer· of University and 436, I realized this
wouldn't be the experience I had enjoyed watching
in the movies. This wasn't going to be Cadillac Man
and it sure wasn't Used Cars. I stood for nearly 5
minutes without a salesperson rubbing my back,
and when I was finally matched with my seller I felt
a bizarre looseness in his handshake.
We went out to the car; it was just the right shade
of midnight blue. I took the test drive Without giving.any sort of identification or any driver's license.
We sat down at a desk and started to sQrt through
the specifics. He told me the car was going for $209
a month. I told him I found the ad online. He asked
me to show it to him. When I did, his jaw dropped.
He went back into his boss' office and I watched as
the man he answered to continually shook his head
"no."
I looked at my girlfriend's curly hair-and thought_
of a young Heather Graham in License toDrive...why
wasn't that movfe on.DVD?
_
We spit back and forth, negotiating the terms.
Monthly payments. Money down. I watched from
my seat at the desk as he went back to his boss,
informing him of the progress we had-made. I saw
his boss visibly yelling at him, and when he came
back we had both reached our last nerve of the day.
boss said we could go through with the deal they
had advertised ... if I passed a credit check.
As he went in the back office I dreamed of a life
with a car: Of course, having no .real imagination of
my ·own, I had to substitute movies for my own fantasies. Would I feel like Dirk Diggl~r driving around
in his red Corvette, or would it feel more like a
sequence out of Death Race 2000? I began to think
of the situation realistically. A Toyota could never
make me look cool, and it would never win a race.
Maybe the movies lie to me; maybe the movies lie to
all.of us.
·
_
Needless to say, I didn't pass the credit check, and
this round was won by Courtesy Toyota. With my
pride slipping off my sleeve, I exited the establishment, looking forward to round two, because as I've
. learned from the movies...there's always a sequel

B

.

COURTESY WARNER INDEPENDENT FILMS

Criminal stars John C. Reilly, left, as one-half of a con team duo with actor Diego Luna. Think Confidence or The Gritters or Matchstic~Menor or Catch Me if You Can or The Heist •••

It woUld be Criminal not to·see it
The.narrati~e is nothing new, but the world of con artists is still super-cool
TYLER KING
Staff Writer

W

arner Brothers Entertainment has a new member of
the family: Warner Independent Pictures, which was created to
adopt the ever-growing and flourishing base of independent films. Friday,
WIP released Criminal, starring John
C. Reilly (Chicago, Gangs ofNew York)
along with Y . Tu Mama . Tambien
break-out actor Diego Luna and Jake's
sis Maggie Gyllenhaal of Mona Lisa

Smile.
The film - written, directed and
produced by Steven Soderbergh protege Gregory Jacobs _:is his directorial debut. Criminal is an American
remake of the 2002 Argentinean caper
flick Nine Queens.
The picture appears at first glance
to be young-meets-old, thief-me.etsthief story that has the charming amateur Rodrigo (Luna) and weathered
pro Richard Gaddis (Reilly) partnering up to cash in on the ultimate score.
The contrasting characters, with their
differing views on the morals of grift-

ing, teach each other a thing or two the pay-off in the end ta stick it to her
swindling brother. Gyllenhaal shines
about the art of the con.
Character Reilly delivers a consis- in the final act of the film. Valerie is
tently rich performance. As hard as the brought into the game from the sidelow-down and no-good crook tries to lines, revealed as more than a periph·
throw off all calls for audience sympa- ·eral character to move the story. .
thy, Reilly is undeniably likeable for all
Throughout the smart, comedic
of Richard's flaws and deceptions. · film the plans go to hell and the thieves
Richard holds nothing sacred but get a taste of their own medicine as
money and is not above taking advan- everyone and their sister has got their
tage of an elderly woman, a mom with hand out fot a slice of the pie. The takers get taken as Richard and Rodrigo
two kids or his own unwitting family.
With a few clever tricks up his own are on the verge of making all of their
sleeve, Rodrigo gets ·in on the deal to problems go away. Myri~d players get ·
sell a hugely valuable piece of curren- in on the con, all having an angle.
cy to a foreign collector, Hannigan Rodrigo has doubts about his partner's
(Peter Mullan). Rodrigo's ace in the honor; Richard is seeing his big score
con is also Diego Luna's secret weapon turn into a meager stocking-stuffer.
on screen; he's got a likeable face. Luna
A feeling that slowly mounts is coy and delightful an screen, hold- . someone is not showmg :;ill his cards..
ing his own and feeding to the chem- That instinct is affirmed and suspiistry with his iconic co-star.
cions are satisfied. The conclusion is
The proven talent Maggie Gyllen- expected but gratifying, as it delivers
haal does not jump off the screen or on the desire of the audience to see the
make a significant impression at all honorable rewarded and the sly, pilnthrough the majority of the film. Gyl- ished. The picture proves in the end
lenhaal portrays Richard's disillu- that old isn't always wise, everyone has
sioned sister Valerie, who is hip to his a price and one should never trust an
schemes. Yet ,Valerie makes a play for honest face.

ms

n.iyia: In what film does Philip Seymour Hoffman play a boom operator? Wmner gets an Along
Came Polly Poster!
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Cellular low
On battery
and pl9t, bu~
who cares?
Kim Basinger hams it up
in thoughtless, enjoyable
thriller-comedy

MATT BALMA~EDA
Staff Writer

C

ellular is the kind of fast-paced,

pointless B-movie that somehow .
manages to overcome its own stupidity and become an enjoyable film.
Flat, black-and-white characters are
thrown into that generic thriller-comedy
world where anything can happen (and
usually does) without the greater part of
the population seeming to care.
Car chases are a plenty and Los Angeles becomes the playground for triggerhappy madmen. All of this makes for an
exciting hour and a half or so, as long as
you don't think too hard. .
~
After writing the ·story of a man stuck
in a phone booth with a sniper aiming at .
him (the so cleverly titled Phone Booth),
screenwriter Larry Cohen cuts the phone
cord and spins this tale ·involving a cell
phone.
With director David Ellis (Final Destination 2) making this film, there is plenty of good action and all-around fun.
The plot of Cellular revolves around
Jessica Martin, played by Kim B0:singer,
as she tries to save herself and her family
from a group of kidnappers, led by Jason
Stalham of The Italian Job.
,
Jessica is able to contact surfer dude
Ryan, played by Chris Evans, from a busted telephone where she is being held .
captive.
After Ryan hears Jessica being strangled in the background, he quickly
believes her story and races around town

COURTESY MIRAMAX

stealing cars and dodging bullets when
the police are unable to help. Ryan must
attempt to rescue Jessica's son, Ricky
(Yes, that would make him Ricky Martin}; and husband.
Soon enough, an officer played by
William H. Macy (who does the best acting in film), catches whiff ofJessica;s kidnapping and soon ends up helping Ryan
in a shootout under the Santa Monica
Pier.
Amongst all of this, Ryan must struggle to keep the call between him and Jes-·
sica going. And, of course, this means he
has to overcome every cell phone annoyance out there, from a dying signal to a
crossed call.
The action in this film starts only a
few scenes into the movie and never
.ends. Although there a few moments
where you won't be able to stop your
eyes from rolling, · there . ar~ enough
decent jokes and plot twists to keep the
film from losing its momentum.
If you are looking for a film filled with
wit and intelligence, then Cellular is not
the place to look. However, if you're looking to have .a good time and a few good
laughs, then Cellular is right up your
alley.
·

William H.Macy,above
left, stars with Chris
Evans in Cellular, a film
whose entire premise
would be ruined if Kim
Basinger, left, would
simply dial 9-1-1
instead of random
strangers.

COURTESY MIRAMAX '

1
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¥ou'll never watch TV again!
Cronenberg's surreal
satire Videodrome
probes television morals
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

T

he idiot box. The boob tube. For all
of the derogatory niclrnames that
people apply to the televiSio~ it has
no shortage of daily viewers.
TV has become such a fixture ,in the
lives ofthe current generation that it is easy
to forget that 50 years ago most people did
not own a televisio~ and those who did ·
COURTESY UNIVERSAL
had access to only a half-dozen channels. David Cronenberg's Videodrome is back in all of its confusing, tumerous glory.
It's no question that TV has had a major
impact shaping the history ofthe latter half Those who "get it" will enjoy it and those
of the 20th century, but are its affects for who don't probably will not
good or for evil? David Cronenberg, master
The film comes loaded with great
of the surreal, addresses this question in his extras, wlµch is what one would naturally
1983 cult classic Videodrome.
expect from two-disc Criterion Collection
Vzdeodrome traces t]ie bizarre journey DVD. The film comes with full-length
of Max Renn (James Woods), an executive audio-commentary by Cronenberg, direcof a cheap, sleazy TV channel that show- tor of photography; Mark Irwin and actors
cases soft-core pornography and hard-core James Woods and Deborah Harry. Cronenviolence. While searching for an edgy new berg arguably does the best DVD comprogram, he stumbles across a pirated rpentaries· .(surpassed perhaps by only
satellite transmission of a show called Terry Gilliam). Also included on the first
Videodrome, which shows sadistic torture disc is a wonderful short film called·Camand ml:lrder. However, the show also caus:. era, which Cronenberg did for the 25th
es some bizarre after-effects, including annual Toronto Film Festival. nightmarish hallucinations and brain
.The second disc is where most of the
turners. Soon Max's mind and body begin real meat lies. It indudes Forging the New
to alter in disturbing new ways, until his Flesh, a sleepy but informative 30-minute
entire notion of reality comes crashing documentary created for the DVD, Effects
down.
Men, a series of audio-interviews with the
Videodrome is a fiercely techno-phobic effects supervisors and Bootleg Video, a
film, but not in the conventional Fi:anken- collection of video clips used·within the
stein sense (i.e. · man's own creation film, complete with filmmaker commen.attempting to destroy man.) The film tary.
_
focuses primarily on how mankind's own
The stand-out feature o:q. the disc is Fear
creations change mankind into possibly an on Film, a 26-minute discussion from 1982
entirely new species, an idea that remains with directors Cronenberg, John Carpenfrighteningly relevant in this age of techno- ter, John Landis. It is a rare treat to see all
logical revolution (if not more relevant three directors while they were in their
·now than when Cronenberg wrote it). prime -- Landis fresh off An American
Everywhere in the film the lines of man Werewolf in London, Cronenberg .filming
and machine are disgustingly blurred Videodrome ~d Carpenter filming his
beta cassettes that pulsate and breathe, a masterpiece The Thing. Die-hard fans of ·
gun that grafts itself to Max's arm and a TV Carpenter or Landis may find enough reason to purchase this ·disc in this feature
that beckons Max to be its lover.
These strange metamorphoses were alone. The extras are roilnded out by the
achieved by a groundbreaking special usual collections of promotional materials
effects team headed up by Academy Award and still photos.
winner Rick Baker. .Some of the effects
This disc is an example of Criterion
appear dated, but most are quite co~vinc- doing what it does best - picking an esoing, even by today's standards. James teric, controversial but significant filni and
·woods fits into the movie - and his pros- giving it a better treatment than it will likely ever receive, even if it isn't perfect. Crothetics - like a glove, despite the
chaUenges the movie called for. However, · nenberg or horror/sci-fi fans don't need to
this is certainly not a, movie for everyone. think twice about buying this set, but unfa1bis is Cronenberg at some ofhis weirdest miliar viewers shoUld.go rent Scaimers or
moments, and the imagery in the film will Rabid before deciding whether or not they
likely repulse/confuse the casual viewer. should-proceed

unusual .
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SUmmer
got
Y0'1 down?
1
·Fall back on autumn films.
From remakes to sequels
to animations, Oscar
hopefuls are showing up
DAVID GERMAN
Associated Press .

W

hat, no Lord of the Rings movie
this fall? Wake us up when The
Hobbit hits the big screen.
All right, to be fair, there will be a
decent movie or two coming before
year's end, even if this is the first time iri
three years without a Middle-earth blockbuster hurtling into theaters.
Hollywood's classy season, when films
tufirbrainier and thoughts shift to Academy Awards prospects, may not have that
one overriding movie everyone's waiting
for; yet it doesn't lack for variety.
There's the timely biopic Ray, starring
Jamie Foxx as Ray Charles, which arrives
1ust four months after the beloved singerpianist's death. ("He broke down all the
. . olor barriers," Foxx said. "Here's .a man
who said, 'I'm. not going to let anything
hold me back."')
There's the adventurous' remake Flight
ofthe Phoenix, about crash survivors who
build a new plane from the wreckage of
the old. ("The first one was really good
because of the people involved, but I
d~t think a lot of people from this generation really remember the movie or are
that aware of it, so it seemed like it was
worth redoing," said Dennis Quaid, who
stars in the role originated by James StewCOURTESY WARNER BROS.
art.)
Matt Damon, left, ditches Ben Affleck and trades up for Brad Pitt and George Cloo"ey in Ocean's Twelve, a rare sequel to a remake -=-cashing in on two Hollywood trends at one time.
Among other fall and holiday movies:
- Besides Ray, films centered on real of Robert De Niro and Ben Stiller's Meet quickly follows with another movie cen- which ushered in the digital-cartoon age
, people inch.~de Martin Scorsese's The the Parents in-law farce, with Dustin Hoff- tering on an unconventional relationship with Hanks and Tim Allen's Toy Story.
Featuring the voices of Craig T. NelAviator, reuniting the director with his man and Barbra Streisand as Stiller's between a woman and man, An Unfinson, Holly Hunter and Samuel L. Jackson,
ished Life.
Gangs of New York star Leonardo mom and dad This fall's healthy animation slate The Incredibl.es was written and direded
DiCaprio as billionaire Howard Hughes;
- Along with Flight of the Phoenix,
Finding Neverland, starring Johnny Depp remakes include: Alfie, with Jude Law tak.:. offers The Incredibles, from the makers of by Brad Bird, whose previous animation
as J.M. Barrie in a fanciful reimagining of ing on the Michael Caine role in an Monsters, Inc. and Finding Nemo, a tale of work includes The Iron Giant and
the creation of Peter Pan; Kinsey, with update of the 1960s story about an incor- a superhero family that' returns to action episodes of The Simpsons.
The premise: Crusaders for justice are
L. 'Neeson as the pioneering sexuality rigible womanizer; and Shall We Dance?, after years of living incognito in the
researcher; Beyond the Se,a, directed by a U.S. variation on the Japanese hit, cen- 'burbs; The Polar Express, an adaptation forced underground due to circumKevin Spacey, who stars as pop singer tering on a businessman (Richard Gere) of the children's holiday book reunitmg stances beyond their control, hiding their
Bobby Darin; and The Motorcycle Diaries, with an ideal wife (Susan Sarandon) and director Robert Zemeckis with his Cast identities "almost like a witness-relocawith Gael Garcia Bernal as young Ernesto family who abruptly signs on for dance Away and Forrest Gump·star Tom Hanks; tion program for superheroes," Bird said.
The idea grew out of Bird's own creGuevara, on a formative road trip before _ lessons with a beautiful instructor (Jen- "Shark Tale," an underwater mob comedy
featuring the voices of Will Smith, Robert ative frustrations as he tried and failed to
he became .the revolutionary known as nifer Lopez).
"You look at this guy's life, and it's De Niro, Martin Scorsese, Renee Zell- get animated-ftlm ideas airborne in fickle
Che. - Joining Bridget Jones in the sequels ab.o ut as good as it gets," Gere said. "But weger, Angelina Jolie and Jack Black; Fat Hollywood.
category are Ocean's Twelve, the heist- as with all of us, we have pretty good lives .Albert, a live-action, computer-animated
"I would always get on the runway but
caper follow-up to "Ocean's Eleven," here, but still there's often something combo based on Bill Cosby's cartoon couldn't get cleared for takeoff. I felt any
and
The SpongeBob one of these ideas would be good, but the
!euniting director Steven Soderbergh and aching. Is there something more? Am I character;
stars George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Julia missing something? My character, that's Squarepants Movie, the big-screen debut movies wouldn't go for very boring reafor the Nickelodeon sea creature.
sons," Bird said. "The movies were kind
Roberts, Matt Damon and the rest of the what he's looking for."
The Incredibles is the sixth film pro- of like superheroes that couldn't fly for ·
gang, with Catherine· Zeta-Jones joining
Shall We Dance? marks Lopez's first
the cast; and Meet the Fockers, round two lead role since last year's bomb Gigli. She duced for Disney by Pixar Animation, really dull reasons."
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-Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2{PG) .
12:00

National Lampoon's Gold Diggers {PG-13)
1:303:30 5:30 7:40 9:40 11 :45

Vanity Fait(PG-13)
12:00 3:507:3010:30

WidcerPark(PG-13)

Paparazzi {PG-13)

1:107:20

12:25 2:25 7:409:5012:00a

Resident Evil: Apocalypse {R) .
1:151:45 2:20 2:50 3:20 3:504:25 5:25 6:05 6:35
7:15 7:35 8:509:5510:4011:0512:05a 12:45a

.

Wimbledon {PG-13)
12:50 4:307:3010:1012:40a

Without a Paddle (PG-13)

Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow
{PG)
.

12.'()()3:207:109:4012:2Ga

12:201:35 2:45 4:10 5:15 6:45 7:45 9:1510:1511:50
12:40a

510 N. Orlando Ave., 407-628-0163

Vanityfair {PG-13)
4:30

What the Bleep DQ We Know? {NR)
12:00 2:25 4:50 7:209:5012:20a

10:45

The Boume Supremacy {PG-13)
Cellular {PG-13)

8:15

12:40 3:15 5:408:2010:40

Wimbledon(PG-13)

Collateral (R)

12:15 2:35 5:00 7:10 9:2511:35

4:1010:20

Without a Paddle (PG-13)

Criminal (R)

1:10 3:25 5:458:0010:2512:35a

4:159:2011:40

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N.Alafaya Trail,407-977-1107

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood
Orchid (PG-13)
4:209-JO12:10a

The Boume Supremacy (PG-13)
1:30 7:00

Danny Deckchair (PG-13)
12:45 3:10 5:357:5010:0512:30a
~e Door in the Floor (R)

1:25 4:25 7:2510:25

Garden State (R)
12:05 2:40 5:15 7:5510:35

Hero(PG-13)
12:20 2:55 5:30 8:05 10:30

Cellular (PG-13)

I, Robot (PG-13)

12:40 4:107:5010:2012:50a

3:509:15

Collateral (R)

The Manchurian Candidate (R)

3:30 7:10 9:50

12:55 7:10

The Cookout (PG-13)

Mr.3000 (PG-13)

12:304:308:1010:2012:30a

Exorcist: The Beginning (R)
.

12:00 2:30 5:00 7:40 10:1012:40a

National Lampoon's Gold Diggers (PG-13)
12:25 2:50 5:05 7:209:5012:05a

Garden State (R)

NapOleon Dynamite (PG)

12:40 3:406:5010:00

12:00 2:20 4:50 7:15 9:451i:15a

Hero (PG-13)

Paparazzi (PG-13)

1:00 3:407:4010:2012:50a

1:306:50 11 :55

I, Robot (PG-13)
5:0010:30

The Manchurian Candidate (R)
. 1:206:50

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood
Orchid (PG-13)
.
1:10 3:55 6:40 9:2512:00a

Widcer Park {PG-13)

9:40

REGAL WINTER PARK 20

.

Mr.3000 (PG-13)
1:204:307:5010:50

Nap0leon Dinamite (PG)
1:20 4:40 8:00 10:40

National Lampoon's Gold Diggers (PG-13)
12:90 3:10 5:208:0010:1012:30a

Paparazzi (PG-13)
1:107:40

Resident Evil: Apocalypse (PG-13)
12:30 3:20 4:10 7:009:5010:2012:20a

Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow
(PG)
.
12:101:00 3:004:50 7:208:1010:0010:5012:40a

The Princess Diaries 2: Royal
Engagement (G)
11:55a2:45 5:20 8:00

Resident Evil: Apocalypse (R)
12:30 3:00 4:30 5:45 8:109:4010:5012:10a

. Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow
(PG)
11 :50a 1:202:25 4:20 5:25 7:00 8:15'9:35 10:50
12:20a

Vanity Fair (PG-13)
12:15 3:30 7:0510:15

Widcer Park (PG-13)
1:506:55

Wimbledon (PG-13)
11:50a2:15 4:55 7:30 9:5512:25a

Without a Paddle (PG-13)
12:10 2:35 5:10 7:35 10:0012:35a
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NOT JUST SEX

ArealBigM~

Finding the
wrong guy

brings diversity

The quest for Mr. Nice
overrated for now

The
aforemen. tioned ehe Big Man is coming to campus, but mail and
,
what he may not be bringing is what's another
needed - an example of diversity.
containing
The Big Man is, of course, the star of the further
new WB reality series Big Man on Campus, information
set to film on UCF's campus. In it, one man was received
picks dates and a potential mate from 10 by
Danny
women. .
Coeyman, a
Check the description on the "Coming senior BFA
Soon" section of the WB's Web site: "On a · visual . arts
beautiful.college campus, in a beautiful set- . major, through
raw, with lots of beautiful people, things will the . listserv for
get very .interesting."
the Gay Lesbian .
"They're asking for the blond, the beauti- and Bisexual Stuful, the stereotype," math major Katie dent
Grayshan said "They're not even trying to Union,
portray diversity."
of
When presented with the idea of negativ- which
ity surrounding the show, casting director Coeyfor BMOC Luke Conklin said, "For the most · man is a
part, when we've been on campus, people member.
have been really supportive. That [diversity] Accordhas always been our goal in casting."
ing to CoeyWhen asked how he ·wants viewers man, "The second eacross the nation to perceive UCF from the mail gently reminded us
show, he said, "Ultimately, that UCF has that the show was strictly
great kids. That's what we'd love to see hap- male and female dating."
p~~ to get that exposure, that recognition for
While this didn't seem like a
UCF." In terms of the primary goaj of the big deal, Coeyman saw it as a
show, Conklin said he hopes, "That one guy small symptom of a larger
will find a great girl and romance will hap- problem - it didn't portray
pen."
the diversity of UCE "I think
Conklin also said that the show hopes to [the show is] a stupid idea to
present the diversity of UCFs huge popula- begin with, so to be excluded
tion. The UCF Creed states the same idea: from it is a blessing," Coeyman said The
"Community - will promote an open and exclusion of a large portion of the stusupportive campus environment by respect- dent body is concern for other students,
ing the rights and contributions of every and it's riot limited to that of gays, lesindividual."
bians and bisexuals.
But there is some evidence that leads stuThere appear to be other indicators of
dents to believe that diversity is not in the trying to weed out certain people from
minds of the show's producers or the school .the show's.production.
"Now, we are looking for your school's
Item 11 in the rules states that applimo t charismatic, intelligent, and adventur- cants must understand that if they are
ous male and female students to take part in chosen as the "Big Man on Campus" or
this exciting adventure!" This was the state- the "Single Ladies;' they have the potenment inade in an e-mail sent out by Zena tial to be videotaped at all times. HowevConiglio and Eve Overland of the Big Man er, the D:µtial e-mail sent out by casting
on Campus casting crew.
agents states that members of fraternities
The e-mail was sent to presidents of and sororities need not worry about
many organi7.ations on campus in hopes that their letters shown on television. Double
they would receive a diverse pool of appli- standard? It may seem so, however the
cants for the show.
issue of not filming members wearing
''We reached out to a lot of organi7.ations Greek letters or inside their houses goes
on campus. We want students whether up to the organi7.ations national offices.
[they're] in student government or a fraterIn reference to the franity or a sorority, you can't have all the same ternity/sorority letters
types on.a show like this," Conklin said ofthe
a;:wlicant recruitment process.
PLEASE SEE STUDENT ON i17
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DANA DELAP1

Staff Writer

Staff Writer ·

T

am so tired of people telling me
that I choose the wrong type of
guys. I have been doing it for 21
years, don't you think I know that by
now? Believe it or not, I have a method
to my madness.
My choices may not be wise, but
they are not made so carelessly eit:\ler.
As a matter of fact, it's a very tedious
process to find the particular brand of
guy that everyone considers the
"wrong" one. Like I said, I have a
method. It begins with a list.
Many moons ago, I created a list of
qualities and attributes that my perfect man would have. Granted, some
were ridiculous and superficial
requests, like being able lift me up for
extended periods of time.
It was made mostly as entertainment for my friends, but the attributes
were true. I do want qualities in a man
like sense of humor, strength of character, compassion, motivation and
killer abs. Okay, not a quality, but a girl
can dream. Anyway, I have never
dated a man who possessed these
qualities.
I know these guys exist. I have met
them. I know them. They are not the
myths I have thought them to be. But
I refuse to date them. Instead, I date
jerks.who have no ambition and just
want to have raucous sex and get completely obliterated at bars. And I am
okay with that. Scratch that, I am
thrilled with that.
I am by no means ready to settle
down-·a nd join a convent and be celi-.
bate during my prime partying years.
What's wrong with finding someone
you can have fun with? When I am in·
a relationship I am not worrying
about where it's going because I
already know - nowhere.
· And how is it gonna end? Badly. I
am always prepared for that fact.
Why waste all my energy on worrying and wondering. I am young.
Having fun and getting through college is my prime concern.
The other reason I date the wrong
guys is guilt. The guilt of dating nice
guys. Right now I have to admit that
nice guys are out of my.league simply
because I am too chaotic to give them
the proper attention. I don't want to

I
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FUTURE FUNNIES

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week we'll
bring you an old editorial cartoon gruµanteed to either make you laugh or
scratch your head. This strange one was published on Feb.13, 1996.

CLUB SPOTLIGHT

UCF's Knight's Circle
Club: Paging all pagans.
Words of Wiccan worship with Jesse Sloan, the
head of UCF's neo-pagan club Knight's Circle
ROBBIE RABORN
Staff Writer

Matrix was a pretty sweet movie.
· JS: Yes, it w~.

C

lubs at UCF have always been a RR: Will your group represent Orlanway for students to meet with ' do or is this strictly UCF.related?
others who share similar inter- · JS: This is a totally new group. We're
ests, have parallel views, enjoy each all students and we're starting from
others' company, and now cast sweet scratch.
spells .and plug into the neo-pagan
world of Wicca.
RR: Is there a Web site that interested
students can visit before
Jesse Sloan is a student at UCF .
attending the first meetwhose life
ing?
chan~d
JS:
Http://ww\v.relieight years
gioustolerance.org gives
ago after
· views on most religions ·
reading the
and would be helpful to
Wicean
those · deciding on a
book Earth
faith.
Power
by
Scott CunRR: How often will
ningham.
your meetings be? ·
Now Sloan, an
JS: We're not quite
anthropology
sure yet. We're still.
major,
has
waiting
to
be
started UCF's
. approved by the
newest club, the
SGA
"Knight's . Circle." The indie's
Are they
Robbie Raborn
going
to
be
got a chance to sit
BY.O.B.?
down with Jesse
JS: What? "Bring
on Monday and ask
your
own
him a few in-depth
broom"?
and
completely
objective questions
RR·• H a, h a.I
llEVJEll'i~ \>\lBl\G.i\O~S
•
about neopaganism
co\l\\1tS'i
What is the typand its new involve-:ical monetary cost to be a
ment with UCF.
Wiccan?
JS: There are eight holidays diSpersed
RR: Describe the neo-pagan religion evenly throughout th,e year where we
Wiccan in Elvin, I mean, eleven words go all out. Wiccans can spend plenty of
or less. ·
money on cloaks, salts, waters and
JS: It's an earth-based religion that opjects of Wiccart worship.
worships a god and goddess.
RR: And these objects can be costly?
RR: So, "neo" means "new," right? Or JS: Actually, I ma_d e some of mine out
is that some kind of Matrix reference? of in~xp~nsive clay.
JS: It's not a Matrix reference. It means
the rebirth of tlie pre-Christian belief. RR: So, a student can be frugal and ~
pagan!
RR: Well, what was so bad a°!Jout the JS: If they're crafty.
old belief?
JS: Nothing is bad about it. Jus~ th~t a RR: What can a student expect at the
lot of it was lost through· colomzatlon. first meeting?
~ow, new beliefs are combined with
JS: A _lot of meet and greet. The ereolder pagan beliefs. ·

RR: You gotta admit. though, The
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Talented voice actors·can't save
.. NBC's Father of the Pride
MICHAEL LAWRENCE

.

~ FATHER OF THE PRIDE
•• BY NBC
•

Genre: Sitcom
.
.
.
Air date: Tuesday, 9p.m. on NBC

:r

he priinetime sitcom is a breed of
show that certainly has had more
downs thaiJ. ups. For.every Simp. sons, there are 10 Gary and Mikes.
Networks have grown wise to this,
and it's rare to see an animated show
make it on the network lineup, let alone
on the fall schedule of NBC, the seconc;ihighest-rated network But that's exactly
what's happened withFather ofthe Pride,
which debuted last week with a disappointing rating of 12.6 million viewers,
according to the Nielsen rating. Other
shows might kill for those ratings, but
with the amount of publicity. and production dollars plugged into Father,
those numbers aren't good The show is
c.tigitally animated by the folks at Dreamworks;and is extremely well done. However, if looks were everything, Christina
Applegate would still have a show.
Each show supposedly takes
seven
to
nine months
to
create.
With . that
much
time,
you'd think they'd
work on the show's greatest
flaw, its writing. A show about a
family of talking lions that live
with Siegfried and Roy sounds stu~id to begin with, but after Roy got
clawed in the throat by one of his tigers,
it seems ridiculous - if not tasteless.
· Father faces the same problem John
Kerry does: It doesn't know what it
Wants to be, and even if it did, it'd be illpressed to pull it off effectively. The
characters seem.flat and redundant, and
that's jus~ in the pilot! It's certainly not
the fault of the reliable voice actors, such
as John Qoodman, Orlando Jones and
Carl Reiner.
Each of these actors has shown
immense talent when given solid material. "Die show has the look of a family
_
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New sitcom strives for a roar,
settles for a whine
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Boom1n
adult

games

Nintendo's Nude.Mario
Party awaits green light
'

IVANVELEZ
· Staff Writer

V

ide_o games in the early '90s,
such as Doom and Mortal Kombat, broke ·new ground by
depicting hyper-realistic (at the time).
graphic violence against virtual peop~e.
As the years rolled on, new games
began to incorporate adult situations
such as crime, drug use and the choice
to ·act as a straight-laced hero or a
mapipulative, self-indulgent creep.
But despite this steady movement
toward "mature the!Jles," few game
developers have touched on sexual
content in -any way other than mere
allusions.'
In 2003, BMX XXX took a risk, offering video of strippers to those who
actually suffered through the entire
poorly designed game. Not only did
BMX XXX receive poor reviews, Sony
censored the PS2 version - negating
the game's only selling point.
But 2004 may be the year that video
games get a bit sexually liberated.

show, but in reality it's just one
raunchy, illplaced joke
after anoth. er. Its 9
p.m.
Tuesday
time slot
also suggests .
. NBC is
targeting
adults. Yet
the advertising
is
directed
towards
ages, even plugging an upcoming
appearance by the-Donkey
from
Shrek, a movie that
despite its adult fan
base is primarily
geared toward children.
This show is not
going to be the hit
NBC wants and will .
probably rank up
there with Cop Rock
· and the You're in the
Picture as one of
television's greatest
_failures. Father of the
Pride iS a show no one
should be proud of.

The Guy Game (PS2, Xbox)
Developer: Topheavy Studios
Combining trivia With alcohol and
Girls Gone Wild-style depravity perhaps makes The Guy Game the ideal
male dorm room video game. Players
are rewarded with video similar to
BMX XXX - except instead of strippers gyrating in front of· a camera,
semi-drunken college girls on Spring
Break try their hand at some of the trivia questions. But when they answer
incorrectly, topless zaniness ensues.
Players start out by choosing a
cheerleader (a model, not a Spring
Breaker), with the ultimate goal of getting them naked
While racing to answer multiplechoice trivia questions, players also
have to continuously battle each other
through the sub-game of Presidents
and Assholes. TGG provides attacks
such as swapping another player's
cheerleader with a fat shirtless man,
but players are also encouraged to
devise their own rules (i.e. drinking
games).

Playboy: The Mansion (PC, PS2, Xbox)
Developer: ARUSH Entertainment, Groove
Games
Photograph playmates, rule the
COURTESY NBC
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.Earth-based faith celebrates special Hallowee:p.
FROM

i15

the earth is doing.

ation of our group will be
the first spell we. cast. We'll
also decide on the degree of
religious involvement that
.night as well.

RR: How come you guys
inade all those hurricanes
hit Florida recently?
JS: That wasn't me. Though
I do like a good storm!

RR: When will students
know when the first meeting will be held?
JS: We'll have a booth outside the Student Union
sometime soon. All the info
will be given then.

RR:: What . are your
thoughts on other religions?
JS: I don't believe there is
one truth. My coven leader
describes a wheel where
the spokes represent different faiths yet they each lead
to the center axle in the
end.

RR: Do you recommend
any Wicca literature?
JS: Any. book written by
Scott Cunningham is really
good.

RR:: I read that sex and sexual expression are big facets
of neo-paganism.
JS: It is for some groups
more than others. It's never
been my experience. The
sexual expressions coincide
with the seasonr and what

RR: How many members
are involved in your local
chapter as of now?
JS; We have 14 members
now.
RR: Halloween is coming
up soon. Does that holiday
hold significance to the
Wiccans?
JS: Very much so. We call it
"Samhain" [pronounced

Seh'ow-en]. ·It's basically
the "pagan Halloween." It's
a time when the distance
from here to the other
world is thinnest. There is a
lot of death imagery. The
end of October is in the fall
season when earth is essentially dying and eventually
being reborn in the spring.
It's the next Wiccan holiday
coming up. It's very theatrical and a lot of fun!

RR: Do Wiccans have beef
with the Crips or the
Bloods?
JS: Nope. Actually, I'm a
pacifist and we're about tolerance.
RR: What kind of students
are you hoping will want to
join?
JS: Anyone in the craft or
who has an earth-based
faith and those who are
op.en-minded and are interested should join. .

RR: Let's say you got a hold
of some of my pubic
hair...would you be able to
cast an evil spell on me?
JS: No, I have two rules tliat
I live by: First, harm no one,
do as you will. Second,
what you do, be it magical,
action ·or thought, returns
to you three times stronger.
RR: So casting an evil spell
on me using my pubic hair
would probably really
screw you over in the end.
JS: Yeah.

RR: Anything you would
like to add?
JS: People fear what they
don't understand. We're not
trying to convert anyone
with this group. We~re °just
trying to clear up a thousand years of bad press.
RR:. So can I be in your
gang?
JS: We're not a gang, but
. sure.

Student: We need a Big Freak on Campus show
FROM i14 .

issue, Conklin said, "If
they're [sorority or fraternity members] . walking
around campus wearing letters, we can blur something
out or just tell them to wear
a different shirt. This is not
a show about a fraternity or
sorority ... [The producers]
.will do anything they can to
blur things out on shirts."
20-year-old junior Janet
Duvoisin said of the show's
likely casting, "How can you
, pick one guy and ten girls? I
could just go pick out the 10
girls and they could be the
dumbest people ever."
When asked about what
kind of people will appear
on the show, she said she
thinks, "[The girls will] all
be from sororities, but
they'll throw in one Asian,
on black girl, one Hispanic,
one dumb one, one with
Tourette's syndrome or
something."
Another 20-year-old junior, Amanda Belcher, sees
the show's likely casting and
its reflection on the univer-

can't hurt our image too
sity in much the same way. images."
So it's just more of the much." He also says that a
''National television! I don't
want this to be what every- same. However, as Coey- lot of people he knows didbody thinks of UCF," she man said, "We're not put- n't want to try out for it
ting words in · they're because they were going to
stated.
To many students, this · mouths when we claim that pick some "dumb pretty
show will only represent they're trying to represent boy, and one nice guy who
gets his heart stomped on
.
the stereotypical view of diversity."
There's also the possibil- by girls, like every reality
college students and specif·
ically UCF students. As ity that the best representa- TV show.~'
The issue here is not so
Coeyman asks, "Why are tive of UCF may not even
we reinforcing things that come close to being on the much what can be done
we're trying to get show. But more people will about the process, since it is ·
changed?" He feels that this probably be familiar with · already in place, but
show will make students the BMOC winners than whether or not the students
outside of the "cookie-cut- UCF's 2002 Rhodes Schol- here are complacent with it.
This is something that calls
ter" mold promoted by this ar, Tyler Fisher.
Coeyman said that for great examination.
show feel somewhat shaft.,.
What it comes down to
ed and outcast, as well as maybe to balance the repreattract only future students sentation scales, "We · is that we all know that no
fitting said cookie-cutter should have a Big Freak on reality show, not even
·
MTV's pioneering The·Real
dimension5. While it's not a Campus show."
Not everyone is overly World, can properly repre- ·
life or death issue, it will
have a direct impact on the concerned, however, with sent diversity of any one
culture of our school, if it the issue of representing area or any particular
can be argued that UCF has diversity through Big Man demographic. This show
on Campus.
will have an affect on the
one. ·
Senior Brandon Harris, public perception of UCF
Grayshan refers to the
show as she thinks it will be: also a member of the frater- and the Orlando area.
Conklin said, "I think
"Every TV show portrays nity Tau Kappa Epsilon,
stereotypes. They're gonna · says, "It's good' because it · people will be thoroughly
portray the band geeks as gets our [UCF's] name out impressed with what they
the band geeks, etc. and not there.. As long as it doesn't see on the show." This, howeven try to break these show us in too bad a light, it ever, remains to be seen.

Could The Mansion
start a revolution?
FROM

i16

Playboy empire and party with the biggest celebrities as if you were Hugh Hefner-because in Playboy: The Mansion, you are Hugh Hefner. With this
lifestyle simulator, players assume the role of a
young Hef, living the high life with celebrities anq
playmates (including some real names like Carmen Electra).
_
In order to attract these celebrities and potei?
tial burull.es, players have to fuel the success of the
magazine by building up the mansion and throwing progressively extravagant parties. Players control Hef and schmooze it up with guests, with the
goal of convincing them to provide interviews and
stories for upcoming magazines. But if virtual Hef
doesn't keep his guests entertained, he may find
his empire quickly collapsing.
.
Like The Guy Game, Playboy will include nudity, primarily during the photo shoots. However,
since Playboy: The Mansion uses a cartoon visual
style rather than video of real women, the developers-may be able to push the envelope in terms
of representing the act of sex. Will the legendary-(debauchery of the grotto make it into the final
game when it's released thi~ holiday season?
If The Mansion stays. on course, it may redefine
sexual expressioI;l in video games, similar to the
impact Play~oy had on pop-culture.

Nice,.attractive;
_smart, 20-something
seeks Mr. Right Now
FROM
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enter into some premature husband-wife rut that
·secludes me from my friends, family and sense of
self.
I am too busy dancing on bar.s, doing keg stands
and generally being a social butterfly.
I would end up hurting a nice guy. You can't live
your life in regret, and dating and possibly hurting
someone else would definitely find its place on my
list. Call me ·crazy, but I would rather live with the
pain of heartache from the wrong guy than the
guilt of knowing I threw away the right one. Pain
fades, guilt doesn't. And I am not quite prepared to
carry that around with me.
..,,.
It may not seem entirely logical. In fact, I sound
like a masochist. What person in her right mind
would want to get herself into a relationship
where the outcome is destined to be painful? But I
ask you, what person in their right mind would
rather hurt someone else? Selfish sadists, that's
who. I guess dating is just my politically correct
form of S&M.
l
Unfortunately this doesn't help my friends who
have to bear the brunt of my .b reakups. All I have
to say to them is "Haha, suckahs!" Just deal with it.
I don't want to find Mr. Right now, I .w ant Mr. Right
Now. And I am content with that. So please stop
telling me I date the wrong guys!.
Honestly, I already know.

'
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The sci~fi bell curve

Enough9/u

With so much junk around, a ·
good sci-fl_show is _hard to obtain

already
I love this land but

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

hate this country

-S1a{fWriter

S

cience fiction is one of
my many obsessions.
Being as fannish as I am,
and I do mean fannish, I find
myself obsessively watching
every science fiction show I
can. I feel like it is my duty to
promote science fiction so that
there will be more of it ·It's like
a part-time job.
, Of course, I watch every science fiction movie that comes
A>-11t as well, but that is so much
easier. There can only be so
many sc~ence fiction movies,
because the number of. movies
that come out each year is limited However, with hundreds of
cable channels available and
escapism on everyone's mind, it
is almost impossible to try to
keep up with everything. Then
there's the seemingly endless
supply of anime pouring forth
from the Orient to tempt American audiences to learn Japanese as fast as possible. They
seem to love science fiction
with a passion that pu~ us here
"'lh the West to shame.
With so many options, it just
makes sense for there to be a
heck of a lot of crap. It is the law
of averages. It's just that, for the

inost part, in any situation, the
majority of things in any group
will suck That's the whole bell
curve for all you statistics fans
out there. If you imagine an
actual bell, with the curve representing the sheer numbers in
any given group and scores of
whatever along the bottom, the
l;:>asic, dull, dead-average score
Will be in the center, the bottom
half will be the worst Then you
take what's left and cut that in
haJ.t: and the half closest to the
center will be your average
stuff. The other part will be
what's above average, and as
you can imagine, as the amount
of above average material grows tinier the better it is.
There is no way to escape
this madness. Therefore, the
huge percentage of science fiction shows either suck the high_
hard one or barely stand out
from the crowd. With there
being so many, ifyou are a devotee of science fiction, you will
be watching a lot of crap.
Things are made worse by
that TV tendency to follow
whatever happens to be "it"
during any given season They
will take anything even mildly
popular and remake it into the
ground until anything good
about the original is destroyed ·

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

I

COURTESY MGM

This is because TV executives cancel the show on a whim.
are cowards and talentless Take the Clerks animated series.
hacks out to make the world a They made Jay and Silent Bob
worse place then it is now- the fireworks dealers, for Christ's
bastards. If I had them all sake, then cancelled the show
together in a room, I'd run a after one episode. God, I wish I
hose on them until they cry out could destroy them.
for mercy. Then I would ignore _
Still, they do allow some
their pleas and spray the~ good science fiction on the air.
some more.
Very rarely good, I feel I must
If I seem a little angry, it's add again Take the SciFi ChanI have seen many nel. I had great hopes for the
because I
good shows devastated because thing, but all they ever show are
of those guys. They eut the legs
out from under the writers and
PLEASE SEE SCl~Fl'S ON i19
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CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

This election needs some Agent Orange
Clear the brush of
Vietnam records
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

T

o everyone involved
with the 2004 presidential campaign:
No one cat"es about what
happened in Vietnam. What
people do care about is the
economy, the war in Iraq and
the fight against terrorism. We
do not care about what may
have happened and who may
have served in a war that took
place more than three freakI

.

ing decades ago, all right?
Democrats, stop attacking
Bush's guard service! Even if
you can prove that he was in
dereliction of duty, most voters don't care. Remember '92?
Remember when a ·certain
Democratic presidential candidate was taking shots from
the right for his non-service in ·
Vietnam? Remember how
that infuriated every Ameri- ·
can and it cost him the election? Don't remember that?
Oh, that's right. His lack of ,
military experience didn't cost
him the election. Why?
Because Americ,ans didn't
care in '92 (or '96) and we

don't care now. Instead of
demanding to know where
Bush was for a few months
back in the '70s, why don't
you, I don't know, tell us John
Kerry's plans for America

now?
Republicans, stop attacking
Kerry's swiftboat service! It's
sleazy and it denigrates all
military service by casting
doubt on all medals. Like it or
not, Kerry. fought in the war
and earned medals for that
service. You want. to spit all
over that service by implying
that he didn't face enough
danger? Are you kidding me?
Bob Dole should be feeling

guiltf

especially
for implying
that Kerry didn't "bleed"
enough for his medals. I
respect Dole's own service to
the country, but taking a shot
at someone else's service
record because they belong to
a · different political party?
Cold. '
Let's put an end to this disturbing new trend
embraced by far too many
Republicans - of labeling
certain Democratic veterans
cowards or buddies of alQaida, as in the case of Sen.
Max Cleland. A war hero and
PLEASE SEE
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started writing my latest diatribe about .
the world of entertainment, infusing a
'nice mix of hard-biting witticism with
some references tossed in, punching in one
key after another with the type of barbarity
reserved for George Romero films and ·
Ukrainian gymnastics' coaches, when I got
an instant message.
Never one to resign from the rarity in
my life that is human contact (even in electronic form) and seeing that it wasn't
SEXYBOT93491 addressing me about her
web-cam and hot third cousin who happened to both be in the same room at the
same time ready for action, I accepted It
was an acquaintance with a message that
wouldn't necessarily change my life, but at
least affect these seven hundred words of
mine you read each week ''Hey Mike, did
you know today's the third anniversary of
9/ll?''
"How could I forget," I replied. "The
Republicans just threw a party for it last
week" And what a party it was - video
packages with flashy montages, singing
policemen, and Mr. Tune 2001 Man of the
Ye~ himseU: Rudy Guliani, gabbing about
how it affected us all. And it did, I can't
deny that
I felt the same rumbly in my tumbly that
the rest of us felt, that gut-wrenching sense
dfhorror. But you know what, rm over it. In
fact, rve been over it for the past few years.
rve been waiting for everyone else to catch
up, but as my unnamed acquaintance's
message implied, it ain't gonna happen
rm not saying we forget Heck, I can't
even forget the Phil Collins concert my
mother took me to when I was nine.
~lieve me, I tried rm sa)ring we move on
The nation has set itself up to be so sympathetic toward anything 9/ll related it has
made us susceptible to overzealous
exploitation from all sorts of groups, from
liberals warning us not to buy SUVs that
support terrorism to conservative country
singers that have used the event to push
their bland right-wing messages onto
bloodthirsty crowds.
And besides, should we really be using
the word "anniversary?" Maybe it's societal
conditioning, but I think anniversaries
should be celebratory in nature. "Happy
wedding anniversary," or "Happy 10 years
since Kurt Cobain died," not "Congratulations, it's been three years since some
PLEASE SEE
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Bad idea: Getting s~lf-e~teem from the Internet

Look to Ho
Chi Minh
for help

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

FROM

WEB LESS TRAVELED

RateMyColumn.com
shops, blurry webcams, goths, Any takers?
furries and juggalos~
On a
At the bottom of each pie- practical
note,
ored on the Internet? ture i~ a link you can use to · · search for keyword
Why not mess with the show it to your friends. If you "ucf" for quite a few
self-esteem of random find something particularly attractive and relatively
people· who've submitted pic- funny, pass it along via.AIM. A normal-looking folks you may
tures of their faces, cats, breasts competition to see who· can or may p.ot have seen around
and who knows what else for find tlie craziest looking person .campus. That guy down the
rating by complete strangers? . can be hours of cynical fun.
hall could have a whipped
Some results are completely
cream fetish. You never know
standard pictures of normal Meet Me at Hotomot
until you check Hurray, Internet_!
looking people, but peppered http://meetme.hotomotcom
Sometime after its surge in
in the inix are a multitude of
terrible things. It's another way _ popularity, the creators of Hot Rate My Kitten
.
to exercise your reload button or Not decided to cash in and http://www.ratemykitten.com/
and erode away your faith in turn it into a dating site. The
If you're looking for somehumanity while rotting your best thing here is that you get to thing a little tamer, try Rate My
see peoples' interests and their Kitten and tell people how_cute
mind in the process. Bonus!
self-description along with the their picture of their kitten is.
photograph. You can even Dog lovers can instead try
Hot or Not
search by gender, location, and http://www.ratemypuppy.com
http://www.hotomotcom
This is the site that started it keywords. It all sounds good for - another variant. Sure,
all. The premise is simple. Hot until you try seeing how many there's no horrible or even
or Not displays a picture of a women list "felching'' as an comedic application for these
·
two, but every once in a while
random member who has interest
As another trick, try search- it's nice to find an address you
uploaded it to determine if the
Internet finds them attractive. . ing for "88" to s~e what white can e-mail .to your grandma.
You can rate them on a scale of power activists look like. For
one to ten. Clicking your choice any keyword you can think ot: Rice or Not?
presents the next picture, with someone out there enjoys it http://riceomotricecop.com/
_ a comparison between your and you can see what they look
In an,other crazy variation,
Rice or Not presents a picture
choice and the average rating like.
There's
a
45-year-old of a tricked-out car, and you
for the last one. Most people
look pretty normal, but expect woman here who really wants rank it between "Rice" and
to find plenty of terrible photo- a few -partners for bukkake. ''Not Rice." For the uni¢tiated,
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Staff Writer

B

you're
telling
.people
whether a
car
looks
cool or if it's
terribly gaudy.
Rice candidates
have spinny rims, glowing lights, flame decals and
massive spoilers apparently
attached with super glue. You
-know the type. Relieve some
road rage from your chair by
telling people they have stupidlooking cars.
Since the runaway success
of Hot or Not, everyone's been
trying to cash in on the trend
It'd take a month's worth of
columns to cover all of these,
but instead, I'm going to cram it
into two issues. Grab next
week's column for sites about
ranking clowns; ravers, mullets,
fish, feces and more!
'\

triple amputee, he was smeared by
Republican campaigns claimirrg:;he
had ties with Saddam, Osama, Satan
and allegedly Hannibal Lector as
well. That's stooping a bit low, my
Republican friends.
I
Just answer the questions that
matter. Am I going to be paying for
the Iraqi war for the rest of my life?
Am I going to be paying off a massive
deficit when I'm 64? Are we going to
have to fiddle around with our Constitution to force the reckless spendthrifts in both parties to. balance the
freaking budget already? Am I going
to have a jop when I'm through wth
my education?
Ho Chi Minh and the Vietcong
aren't going to answer any of those
questions. If you don't believe me,
ask him. Play a game of ''What Would
Ho Chi Minh Do?'' What would Ho
Chi Minh do to ease the delicate situation in ~q? What would he do to
ensure that another terrorist attack
doesn't help topple a government
· practically overnight, like it did in
Spain? How would Ho Chi Minh stop
Jennifer Lopez from ever making
another album?
·
It might be a while before he gets
back to us on any of these issues,
though, considering the man lTus
been dead for 35 years. Just take a cue
from the dearly departed and shut up
·about Vietnam! Shut up, sllut up, shut
up!

The 9/11 marketing tool: exploitation of atragedy
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planes crashed and · people
died!"
I fear thaf using the word
anniversary somewhat trivializes the event and downplays

.: the severity of it As does always
referring to it as 9/11. Are we
afraid of admitting out loud
what we saw·and heard? If we
always refer to it as 9/11, then
we'll remember the day· itself
more than the importance of

what transpired
And what good is honoring
the anniversary if you're not
going to do anything about it?
So you pay respects and make
yourself more consciously ·
aware of something that you've
drilled into your head in the first
pla~e. Does that make things
any better? Maybe what's
wrohg is that by repeating the
significance of the event and why it's mourn-worthY, we
don't really do anything to
change. We're the ·s ame people
inside that we once were. Bush
is just as bad of a president, Alan
Jackson still can't write a song
and we as a nation could stiU
care less about global affairs.
Do we really want to give the
people that have manipulated

this event to serve their own
pUFpOses any more power than
they already have? Do you really want to end up with Billy
Zane and'-Tyne Daly appearing
in some FX movie about the
tragedy in five to seven years?
Do you want some type of holiday, where 9/11 is used as an
excuse to sell half-priced fumiture and stop the mail? If you
feel bad about 9/11 and it happens to be 9/11, please just keep
it to yourself. Let's proceed as
normal and go about business
as ~ That's all I have to say
about that, case closed Don't
worry; we will return you .to
your regularly scheduled programming next week Same
Near-Life time, Same Near-Life
paper.

Sci-fi's nadir
FROM
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reruns of old shows. Don't get me
wrong, I do enjoy those delicious
Quantum Leap reruns they play
night at 2 a.m., but must they rerun
Roswell entire days at a time? That
show barely deserves a mentiop. in the
anruils of science fiction·history. And
then there is Stargate. Now, I really
· enjoyed the movie, but the show seems
a little hollow and soulless for my taste.
So what do they do? Why, make Stargate Atlantis, that's what! I mecin, come
on. .. How many times are they going to
dreg up that old myth?
Alas, as the fan I am, I must keep
watching, in the off chance that another X-Files or Star Trek: The Next Generation ever comes on the air again.
~.
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Want a cheap drink? Or 10% off your order
of wings? The Orlando CityBeat VIP Card
hooks you up. Sign up today at
OrlandoCityBeat.comNIP or at any Orlando
CityBeat event. It's free! Present your VIP ·
Cord at participating locations and take,
advantage of:
• Drink Specials
.
• Discounts on Dining and Clubbing
• Spa Treatments ,
• Merchandise
•And More!

To qualify you must be 18-45
years of age and in general good
health.

Specials and discounts will be updated regularly
on OrlandoCityBeat.com. Sign up now.I
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